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NECESSARY INSTRUMENTS

The pupil should be provided with the following instruments

and apparatus

:

1. A fiat ruler, one edge being graduaf'ed in centimetres

and millimetres, and the other in inches and
tenths.

2. Two set squares ; one with angles of 45°, and the other

with angles of 60° and 30°.

3. A pair of pencil compasses.

4. A pair of dividers, preferably with screw adjustment.

6. A semi-circular protractor.

6. Parallel rulers.

7. Tracing paper. Squared paper.

88



EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRY

CHAPTER I

SOUDS. SURFACGa LINGS

lentB

eties

and

ither

lent.

We have here some wooden models of what are called aolidt
or BoUd figures, and they are differently named according to
their shapes. That, for instance, of which a drawing is given
in FiK. 1 is called a oube ; that shewn in Fig. 2 is a sphere

;

that in Fig. 4 is a cylinder ; and that in Pig. 5 is a pyramid.
The outside of these solid models, the part which we see and

'onch, is called the surface.
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Sometimes the surface of a solid is all in one piece, as in

the sphere (Fig. 2). Sometimes it consiste of several parts

:

for instance in the cube (Fig. 1) the surface consists ofm parts,

all flat ; these are called faces. Again, in the cylinder (Fig. 4)
the surface consists of three parts, one rounded and the other
two flat. Once more, the surface of the cone (Fig. 6) is in (««
parts, one rounded and running to a point, the other flat.

Let us now see how two neighbouring parts of a surface
meet. They meet in edges or lines ; and these lines are
sometimes straight, and sometimes curved. In the prism and
pyramid (Figs. 3 and 5) two neighbouring flat faces meet in a
ttraighl line ; while in the cylinder (Fig. 4) the rounded part of
the surface meets each flat end in a curved line.

How do the edges of a solid meet ? If two edges meet at
all, they meet at a point ; as you will see if you loik at the'

edges of a cube or pyramid (Figs. 1 and 5).

You now know what a solid is, and what a surface is ; and
you have learned that surfaces, or parts of a surface, meet in

lines ; and that lines meet in points. We have now to see
how lines and points are represented in geometry ; how straight

lines are distinguished from curved lines ; and how flat surfaces
are distinguished from rounded ones.

Point*. The smallest dot you can make on your paper with
» sharp pencil, or with a fine needle, will give you an idea of
what is meant by a geometrical point. A point is so minute
that we do not think of its length, breadth, size, or shape : all

we have to consider is its position.

As we have seen, a point marks the place where 'A
two lines cross one another. Points are named
»nd distinguished from one another by attaching «
letters to them : thus we speak of the point A, or
the point B.

Lines. We represent s line by drawing the point of a
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sharp pencil over a surface, such as a sheet of paper: this

shews that a line is traced out by a moving -point.

Several kinds of line are shewn in the

margin.

All lines have hngth, some more, some less

;

but the breadth of a well drawn line is so small

that no notice is taken of it in geometrical

work : indeed, the finer your pencil-trace, the

better it represents a line.

What we have to consider in a line is its length and -position,

and whether it is straight or curved. A line is named by two
letters : thus we speak of the line AB, or the line CD.

Straight lines. No doubt you already know the meaning
of the word straight well enough to give examples of straight
lines. A very fine thread tightly stretched is a good instance
of a straight line ; so are the edges of the set squares which
you are to use as rulers. But straightness needs some further
illustration.

(i) When you walk along a winding lane you notice that
your direction is continually changing ; and
if, for instance, you faced North when you
started, you may presently find yourself

facing East. But when you walk along a
straight road, there is no change of direction

as you advance ; and if you faced North
at starting, you will continue to face North.

(ii) In a field there are two trees whose positions are
marked by the letters A and B. Suppose you
wish to go from one tree to the other by the
shortest way. You can see at once what course
you must steer. You must go straight from
A to B. There are numberless curved lines

along which you could go from one tree to

1—2



fwjf "^ ''^P °^ ^°"°'* '"''' ''«» enclosed bytwo fences One of these, AB, is straight : canthe other be straight also? Clearly not; for we

£tr i5:r^.s«i:;Ztr:t:^-

-

t".rrno2-:rj'-r--°-oUS
soon find that you cannot.

Let us now put together what we
have learned about straight lines.

(i) A straight line hat the lame
direction throughout iti length.

(ii) The straight line which joins
two points is the shortest distance be-
tween them; and there is only one such straight line.

(iii) Two straight lines cannot enclose a space,

one ^iL.'^"^"
""'''" ''"" ''"" "^ -<"*- '%- only cut at
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to v^r""^ ®'T'
'^'^"""^^ "'"'''' °* '"rf''"^ have been shewn

ir^r. ""^ '"^-^oticed that some are rounded or c^I^

thet^fetSStS;* " r'" °" * *"'"•'' '»'' -«- *''•*

.J, • .
'"^ee always rests upon the surface .«

m the hollow of a ba.i„, only the ends rest on the surface or

The teac^L.Homt::l'Z'Zt'T^ """" '*"'^"^^«o-

enclt J'spaTe'r
" *'" ''"* '"""''" "^ *'-^*' «- '•»* «»

Rule Mree straight lines so a. to enclose a space.
Rule/our straight hnes so as to enclose a space.
Ex. a. Can two cunerf lines enclose a SDaoe? «.„ i

drawing either free-hand or with comnalrL '"''"*'^''»

enclosed by two cur.ed line..

'^"''^'^' 1'«""8 • "pace
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Ex.8. Can one curved line enclose a SDacB? M»'. j

Ex. 4. Mark a point on your paper, and call if ^ w

Rule>e straight lines passing through A

?: ^.TpiL.
""" *" "^ «»"• •'«« '"•'•i o. ".:



CHAPTER II

MEASUREMENT OF STRAIGHT LINES

In practical geometry you wiU frequently have to measure

» Bcale which Bhews inches along one of its edges each iLh

ar^frled'^nTel'r'r^ =
along another elgecfJ^IL

^Syr^r!J^^£-s^:--
:srtr:~i^:^r- -^- - -^ ---"

abbtiS!:,':
'''^ '"" -—ents use the following

in. for t«cA
;
cm. for cenhmrfre ; wm. for maiimetre.

3 ,ite!'
"''' ""

''' '^*°°"'' '•y ^""^ "^'^ (')• Thus 3' means

The units on your scale are divided into tenths in order thatyour measurements may be recorded decimally : thus
(i) Three and seven-tenths inches should be written 3.7 in.

or 0.7 •

(ii) Eight-tenths of an inch should be written 0.8 in
or 0.8 .

'*

(iii) Five centimetres four millimetres should be written
0.4 cm.
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b ^

o
Ex. 2. Meaiuie the above lines ^fi and CD as nearly as voucan m centimetre, and millimetres. ^ ^

moh,a^ndaddyourresultstogether.
,

Test your work by measur

Record your results thus :

By measurement, AX -
By measurement, XB =
By addition, AX + XB-
By measurement, AB —

Measure AX and XB in centimetres and millimetres.

m.

in.

in.

in.

Ex. 4.

and find their difference. Test your result by measuring AB.
A i

Record your results as above.

of aSnfh . ^l! ^""T ^5 '^^' """^ ^^ '° '"<'''«'• -""J tenths

bylatemtr
''"''"'

''" ''"«*' "' '^' ^""^ *-' ^"" -"''

find'iiy + rr X« "'wV"""!''^ ^ ^^"*''"''*'-' -"1 hence

^t /ourtesuftT
""'^^ ''"" ^"^"'"^ ^°" ""'^~- ^

.In each case arrange your results in tabular form.
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/Ex. 6. Drew gtraight lines to shew the following lengthi
2.6 in.,

8.2 cm..
4.7 cm.,

9 mm..
0.8 in.

33 mm.

6.0 cm., 1.8',

3.r, 0.7 cm.,

>' Ex. 7. Compare, with your
dividers, (i) the gtraight lines A,
B, C, D and (ii) the distances
between the points E and F, F
and 0, and E, and state the
greatest and least in each case.

Ex. 8. Draw a straight line

AB 5.3*. Step a length of 2 cm.
along it, until the remainder is less

than a step. Measure the remainder in millimetres.

•-Ex. 9. Draw a straight line XY 12 cm. Step a length
0.7 along it, until the remainder is less than a step. Measure
the remainder to the nearest tenth of an inch.

(SvMivision of a line hy measurement)

' Ex.10. How would you find the middle point in the leneth
of a stnp of paper (i) by folding, (ii) by measurement ?

f v^^l ^h , ^X*""
" """ ^^ °* '""8*'^ 3*. What is the length

of ha f AB ? From AB mark off one-half, and thus find the
nuddle point of AB. Test your work by measuring OB.
A straight Une is said to be bUected when it is divided into

Ivx) equal parts.

Ex. 12. Draw a line ^B of length 8.1 cm. What is the
length o one-third of AB ? With your dividers step off alongAB one-third of its length, and thus divide AB into three equal
parts. *

A straight line is said to be trisected when it is divided into
three equal parts.
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Ex. 18. Draw a line AB of lencth 7 2 cm Rv m.„

:Tao "'"fr^' ""T-
""* "« '-™ it';;;,.«fLL7r

and ^g equal t. one-third AB. Find with yo ,r divider, how

TnZXa^Vofrr ^" .''• '^^'*''' ^""'
'^'

'^^

(Companion of 1 ,>,cA ,e„VA i centimetre)

Ex. 14. Take 1 inch in your divi.lers, and apply thorn to

It is impossible even with the greatest care to mea,ure .eng h wth perfect correctness; but the error is likely to b

I shorrierx""" ^° ~'"« ' '""«" '•""• '- '"«-°''«

in/T ";.
*i''!''-

*'"' '""«*•' "' ^ ''"^'' '" centimetres by measur-.ng a length of 4 inche.. .nd then dividing the result by I
Thus 4 inches = cm.

.•. 1 inch = cm.

Ex. 16. Measure a length of 1 centimetre against your inri,scale. Then measure a length of 10
"g^'ist your inch

centimetres, and divide the result by
10. Compare the two equivalents
of 1 cm., and observe that the second
is likely to be the more correct.

Ex. 17. Draw three straight
lines {A, B and C) exactly 3', 4'
and 5' long. Measure each in cm.
and make a table of your results
as in the margin.

From your table calculate the
number of cm. in 1 inch to 3
places of decimals.

Take the average of these results.

Line

A

Lenxth
In

laches

Length
In

cm.

No. or cm.
la I loch
by

:>IcahHoi

3

B 4

C S

3

___ Average
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(DUtancei represented by Linei drawn to Scale)

A map or plan is b small but exact flat copy of the contry
or ground it represents. Therefore by measuring on a map
the distance between two dots which mark certain towns, we
may reckon the real distance between the towns themselves
provided we know the scale on which the map is drawn. For
instance, if 1 inch measured on the map stands for 10 miles
then 2' stands, for 20 miles; 4.5' for 45 miles; and so on'
Such a map is said to be drawn on the ncale of 10 rnilen to 1 inch.

Ex 18. The plan of an estate is drawn on the scale of
75 yards to 1 inch :

(i) What distance on the ground is represented by 3 6'
on the map ?

i j

Here 1 inch represents 75 yards
;

•• 3-6 inches „ 75 yards x 3.8

"= 270 yards,

(ii) What length on the map will represent 405 yards ?

Here 75 yards are represented by 1 inch
;

.-. 405 yards „ „ i inch x ^"1. = 5 4'.

Ex. 1». A plan is drawn on the scale of 100 metres to
1 centimetre

:

(i) What actual distances are represented on the map by
4.0 cm., by 5.6 cm., by 0.8 cm. ?

(ii) Draw lines to represent 450 metres, 720 metres. 580
metres, and 60 metres.

Xjlx. 20. On a map in which 1' stands for 20 miles, the
distance between Halifax and Hull is represented by 3 2'
what is the actual distance ?

Bedford is 80 miles from Norwich : how far apart would
they be on the map ?
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S^S^---=^r;
8c /

Draw'. pL irwi^jo*:^:! 2-'r ' -'"^ ^- ''-•

rou can the actual distanc/between wroppo:^' c":.?™'^
-^

the length of the ladder.
""*'*"* *° ^ "'<='')' "d "«« « to find
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Ex. M. Uoking Eaatward from my house. I Kf> • churchtower which I know to be 2 mile. di.t.„t Looking North iTe.
. .econd tower

1 J mil^ .w.y. Dr.w . pUn (acfle 1 mil, to
1 inch), .nd find how far the towor. .re apart.

.1.

^"^ "*
„„^ '';'P °" '•"^"« ^"^"^ «"• 22 mile. Souththen again 22 m.le. We.t. Reprcent her coume on the .^aUof 10 mile, to 1 inch, and find her dietance from the huZ^

Ex. 28. In rowing acroM a river 48 metre, wide « «.«
wa. carried 16 metre, down .tream. Repre.: "hir^:; aZ
(«!»., 20 metre, to 1 inch)

; hence find the distance between h-
itarting-point and landing-point.

*'"'



CHAPTER III

STRAIGHT LINES CONTINUED

% Thi, Chapter may be postponed for revision

The aveZrInt
too large and some a little too small

.tUL a- Iti i"itrzuf0ItZ
-"'^ ^-

A

c -

(7«rfjm^ ien<?M». ^rrorj. TJe^o^w Errors)

It is important that you should train your eye to subdivideany unit o length into ter^ths without actual measuremrntRememher th&t om-half = Ave-tmth, ti.;

''»"™mem;.

iudee hv Pi, „
-^

.
• *'"^ S'ves a standard to)udge by Fix your eye on the middle point, and mentailvdivide each half into five equal parts.

^ ' "° ^entaJh

Ex. 2. The lines marked AB are all 1 inch Ion. Statem each case how many tenths of an inch there are in Ip • tLverify your answer by measurement.
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0.2'. 0.9', 0.3- aer ^ '
"" ''"'"'*^''"' ^^'- o-r,

Check your attempts by measurement.

Check

~:rj si.rc.^j:-=- "Lts^-blank for the present.

»«Z ?t'^.^'^'^'''^"*--«*-^-^'*»««
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(ii) Draw lines as nearly as yon can judge without measur-

ing to shew 6 cm., 2.0', 8 cm., 3.!)". Measure your attempts

;

note your errors, and tabulate the results.

In judging the importance of an error we do not care so

much whether it is large or small, as whether it amounts to

a large or small fraction of the quantity we are estimating.

For instance : suppose that in guessing the length of a line

whose real length is 5 cm. we are wrong by 1 cm. ; while in

guessing a line 20 cm. long we are wrong by 2 era. The actual

error in the latter case is greater than in the former, but it is

really of less importance. For in l^.ie second case the error is

only one-tenth of the real length, that is, one in ten ; while in

the first case it is one-fifth, or one in five. Errors thus measured

as fractions of the true value are called relative errors : and it

is convenient to reduce them to a fixed standard, as so many
in one hundred, or so many -per cent. Take the following case:

length
Estimated
length

Actual
error

Percentage
error

8.0 cm. 7.5 om. 0.5 cm.

Here on a real Jength of 8 cm. the error is 0.5 era.

„ „ 100 cm 0.5 cm. xig" -^e} cm.

That is, the error is at the rate of 6| tn one hundred, or 6^ per cerU.

We may now enter 6} in the last column.

Ex. 5. Fill up the percentage column in Ex. 4, giving the

percentage correct to one decimal figure.

Hitherto the lines which you have had to measure in inches

and tenths of an inch have contained an exact number of

tenths. This will not always be so. For example
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the line AB is more than 2.4' and less than 2.5' In thiscase we may mentally divide the tenth in which B falls in4ten equal parts, that is to say, into hundredths of anS andjudge as nearly as we can how many of these hundr Ss are

luM belr .^ ''.i^

'""*''"'='' """"^ —hundred!
should be addec so that the length of AB is nearly 2.47'.

...
^^' '• °''*^ °° squared paper a figure B^

like that in the margin, making OA and OB
each 2' long. Put P, Q, R and X, Y, Z at
the half-inch divisions ; then measure AB,
RZ QY, PX as nearly as y. -i can in inches',
tenths and hundredths.



CHAPTER IV

CIRCLES

Mark a point on your paper. Take a distance of 5 cm.
between the points of your compasses ; then, placing the steel

point at O, turn the compasses between your fore-finger and
thumb so as to draw a curved line with the pencil-point.

As the curved line is being traced out, notice carefully that

the pencil-point always keeps the same distance from O. What
distance ? Notice also that the pencil returns to its starting

point, so as to close the curve. Why is this ?

The curve you have thus drawn is called a circle, and the

point is its centre. Sometimes the word circle means the

space enclosed by the curve, and then the curve itself is said

to be the circumference of the circle.

^ Ex. 1. Mark a few points, say four, anywhere on the cir-

cumference of the circle you have drawn : call them A, B, C, D.
Join OA, OB, OC, OD. How do you know that these lines are
all equal ? Tell their length without measuring them.

Straight lines drawn from the centre of a circle to its cir-

cumference are called radii. All the radii of a circle are equal.

Ex. 2. Mark a fixed point on your paper : then with
your compasses mark any four points whose distance from is

2.0*. How many points could you mark whose distance from
is 2.0' 1 Draw a curve to pass through all of them.

Er. 3. Suppose a point X is taken 1.7' from the centre of

the circle you have just drawn (Ex. 2) ; another pomt Y is

2.0', and a third point Z is 2.3' .rom the centre. Which of
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Taking a point as centre, draw
a circle with a radius of 1.5' Then
through the centre draw any straight
line ended each way by the circumfer-
ence. Such a line is called a diameter
and 13 represented in the Figure by AB.

Ex. 6. What is the length of AB in your drawing ? Answerthis without measuring ? Are all diameters of a drcle tquln

diai'jf^ T-T' T'' ""*• ""-^ '"'^ '' "bout the

rw:''i:'-thfto'^:arr::: n*""^
•^^'^-^ « -

*''"

lfl.tf.„ 4. ^u ,
^ ^ "•' '** *«'«« «»2e <""i shape.

circle about it as before. Again you find that one part fitsexactly over the other. AH this we express by sayin. thata circle is symmetrical abou any diamiter.
^ "

The two equal parts into which a circle is divided bv adiameter are called semi-circles,
^

An arc (i.e. bow) is any part of the circumference of a circle

an arc"''"'**

^''"' ""'"^^ ^ *^' '''^'«^' "»« i"»'"g t''^ enJ^ of

»-2
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Ex. 8. In the above Figure notice that tlie chord PQ
divides the circumference into two arcs. Point hem out.
Can a chord ever cut off two equal arcs ? Which is the longer
line, an arc, or the chord which joins its ends ?

(Two or more circles. Intersection of circles)

Ex. 9. Mark a point on your paper, and from O as contre
draw three circles, one of radius 3.5 cm., the next of radius
4.0 cm., the third of radius 4.5.cm. Notice that the circum-
ferences do not cross or cut one another. Why not ?

Circles which have the same centre are said to be con-
centric.

Ex. 10. (i) Take two points A and B, 7 cm. apart. With
A as centre draw a circle of radius 4 cm. ; and with B as centre
draw a circle of radius 2 cm. Explain why each circle is outside
the other. What is the shortest distance between the circum-
ferences ?

(ii) Again take two points A and B, 7 cm. apart ; and, as
before, with A as centre draw a circle of radius 4 cm. But this
time draw from centre B a circle of radius 5 cm. Why do these
circles overlap ? At how many points do the circumferences
cut one another ?

(iii) Once more take two points A and B, 7 cm. apart, and
with A and B as centres draw two circles, one of radius 4 cm
the other of radius 3 cm. Do the circumferences cross one
another ? Do they meet ? If your work is carefully done,
the two circles just touch one another. Where is the touching
point ? Say why.

Ex.11. Take two points ^ and fl, 2 cm. apart ; and with
centre A draw a circle of radius 5 cm. With centre B draw a
circle of radius 3 cm. How does this circle meet the first, and
where is the meeting-point ?
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Ex 12. Can you draw two circles which cut one another atmore than two points ? Try.

Ex. 13. Take two points 3* apart, and call them A and B.
With centre A and radius 2y draw a circle. With centre B
and radius 2' draw a second circle. Call the points at which
the circles cut one another P and Q. How far is P from A and
from B ? I.OW far is Q from A and from B ?

Ex. 14. Take two points A and B, 8 cm. apart. Find with
your compasses a point which is 6 cm. from A and also cm
fromfi. Can you find more than one such point? How many ?

Ex. 15. Draw a line 2.5' long, and find with your compasses
a point that is 2.0' from each end. How many such points
are there ?

> r

Ex. 16. Take two points X and Y, 9 cm. apart. Find a
point which is G cm. from X and 5 cm. from Y. How many
such points are there ?

x.-^^- "c.:.^'^^ " """ ^•^" '°"g' ""<' fi""! *^° points each of
which IS 2.2 from one end and 1.8' from the other.

Ex. 18. Draw a straight line 7 cm. long, and with its
extremities as centres describe circles with radii 3 cm. and 4 cm.

D Ex.19. Draw two circles with radii 2.6 cm. and 3 5 cm
and centres 6.1 cm. apart.

Ex. 20. Notice that the circles in questions 18 and 19 touch
one another externally.

If circles of radii 1.8' and 1.3' touch one another externally
what must be the distance between their centres? Draw a
figure.

Ex. 21. Draw two circles with radu 4 cm. and 5 cm
touching each other externally.
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Ex. 22. Draw a gtrnifiht line V long, and with its extremi-
ties as centres describe circles with radii 1.3* and 2.3'.

Ex. 23. Draw two circles with radii 6 cm. and 2 cm. and
with centres 3 cm. apart.

Ex. 24. Notice that the circles in questions 22 and 23 touch
one another internally.

What must be the distance between the centres of two
circles of radii 8 cm. and 5 cm. if they touch one another
internally ? Draw a figure. >

Ex. 25. Draw two circles with radii 1.7* and 2.6' to touch
one another internally.

E.X. 26. Draw a circle of radius 2.5'. Draw two circles
of radius 1 to touch this circle, one internally, the other
externally, at the same point.

^'
f^^^' '^'"''"''^•^^'•'"'''ngtliemouthofariver.oneon

each side, are 10 kilometres apart : their guns have an effective
range of 6000 metres. Draw a plan (scale 1 km. to 1 cm )shewing what part of the river is exposed to fire from both
forts.

^
Tu

^^'
^*:> "^^^ ^"*' "^ "*"***•* ** » ^"t^nce of *i miles.

The one (.4) has guns which carry 3 miles and the other (B)
has guns which carry 3J miles. Draw a diagram to shew the
area commanded by both forts. [Represent a mile by an inch.]

*"

• .^.f
^'; '^'^°°''*y^»'=''<'"'" field (100 metres in diameter)

IS tethered to a stake 43 metres from the centre. The length
of the rope is 12 metres. Draw a diagram shewing the area
of the grass he can eat. [Represent 10 metres by 1 cm.]

Ex. 30. In a circular island, 300 yards in diameter, is a
circular pond, 60 yards in diameter, whose ctatre is 75 yards
from the centre of the island. Draw a diagram to shew in
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What part of the island a man m„«t stand i„ order to U able

/ Probi.bm 1

To bisect a straight line AB with ruler and compasses.

3- rS- ^^K
'*""«'".''"'' ^« '"oy be of any length :

3 to 4 will be convenient, but do not measure it.]

abont

Cons rucUon. Take in your compasses any length thatappears to you to be. greater than half AB (say about 2nand then w.th centre A draw arcs on each siL^of .45 ^ ^

'

draw'ZteutTfi^'r' "'* '""^ '""^ '"''"^ ^ •'"f"--oraw arcs to cut the first arcs as shewn in the Firare Calthe cuttmg points P and Q.
''fcure. call

^^Join PQ, and put X at the pomt where this line crosses

,

Now take AX in your dividers, and see if BX is equal to it.

(Further Tests)

(i) Mark the points A B anH F «„ *

round, place the trL of /A andi:^ rjroT:.""''*""''"/
"

the trace of Jt fall f How does ih;. «^
'race ot^ on ^. Where does

bisected at Z J

^°* <^«^ "™ "P*'""^"* »W that 4£ h« been
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Bisect it by construe-

dr.»n Ji'i*
"«•*.»» from c«.tr. B h.d . g«.t« ndin. lh.» tho«dr.wn from oentra A. would JT .till b. the middle point of AB » H nnT

.JrcmunlnB » «roe«/, M. «m« «»y „/ro» «,/„ A.

and compawes. Test your drawing with the dividers.

1 »
'* ^'*V ''"" ^•*' '""R- ^^'n-l the middle point Jf

^ «eaj«reme„r Now bisect AB 6« co«,,,„c/.o„. and see if thlhne PQ passes through X.
. = u i.u«

^ Ex. 33. Draw a line 9.6 cm. long
tion

; then bisect each half.

Draw a circle, say of radius 2.0', and with the same radimmark off pomts round the circum-
ference. How many steps can you
thus take? Six exactly. Are the ore*
which you thus cut off each 2" in length ?

Are they more or less than 2'? Join
the points of division in order. Are th«
chmrds each 2" in leng; . ? Why so ?
Join the centre to each point of division,
and thus complete the pattern shewn in
the margin.

c„tl^„w ^7!^* '""* "'""P'' ^^P^^ent. for instance bycutt ng out. or folding, or by means of a tracing, to shew tha^the SIX arcs are of equal length (though not 2") Try to findthe length of one of these arcs by ifying a t read along tstraightening the thread out before measurement.
*
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Ex. 35. Draw the patterns of which small copies are given
below. Your drawings should be twice the size of the cupiea.

rit-u pif*



CHAPTER V
ANGLES

Put A at any point on one arm, and B at
»ny point on the other ; then the angle at O
i» named either by the letters AOB or by
BOA, the letter at the vertex being between
the other two.

The 8.gn 'V ig used for the word ani,fe. o 1Thus the angle in the Figure is called the
^ AOB or the ^ BOA.

Ex 1 Draw two straight lines forming an angle at the

qZI t "f'' I'
""^ '*" P°'"*« '" o- arm f d iand

Q at any two pomts in the other arm. Then name the angle .tby three letters in all the ways you can.
*

Flt.t Fie*
rin.

th«f!f
^' ^' ""'' '* ''P"«™* *'''''« ""glea. In Fig. 2 yon seethat the arms are more w^dy opened ml than in Fig. 1 f wWle
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in Fig. s tho snns are .v« wideljf opened out tlion in Fig. 1.
Tbi» we cxpri-HS hy guying that

the angle P()Q ig j,,„,p, ,/,„„ the biikIo AOB;
tho nn«lo XUY it ten ihnn the angle AOU.

Thim tho Hizo of an angle docg not depend on tho Irngth ol
lU arnw. but only on the ,lape „t inclimlion of one arm to the
other.

How can wo find out whether tho angle ABC U equal to the
•ngle XY£ ? Here \» one way.

* B 3r Y
Copy the angle /li?C on tracing-paper. Move the tracing «o

that the vertex B comes over tho vertex Y ; then place the
trace of BA along YX. This you can always do whether the
two ancles are cjunl or not. Now observe where tho trace ofBC falls. Does it lie along YZ ? If so, the angles ABC, XYZ
are equal, though their arms are not of the same length.

What conclusion would you have drawn if BC had fallen
wUhin the angle J:yZ ? Or again, if BC had fallen outside the
angle XYZ 1

Ex 2. Draw two angles making them equal to one another
as nearly as you can judge, but do not make the arms of the same
length. Try with tracing-paper if the two angles are really
equal

; and if not, say which is the greater.

Ex. 3. Draw two angles, one greater than the other. Give
the larger angle shorter arms than the smaller one.

Take your compa.sses, and holding one leg fixed along the
desk, open them gradually out. Observe that you make the
other leg rotate about the pivot like the hand of a watch, and that
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« you do 80. you constantly increaBe the angle between the

We may thus suppose an angle AOB to Bybe formed by a fixed line OA and a rotating
line OB, the sue of the angle AOB being
given by the amount of turning required tobrmg the rotating arm from its first positionW^ t^ Its subsequent position OB.

Ex. 4. When two straight lines OA, OB meet at a pointtwo angles are formed. The first is got
'

by supposing OB to have moved fromUA mto Its present position by turning
the shorter way rou^d, marked (i)- the
other by supposing OB to have turned
the longer way round, marked (ii) The f
latter angle is said to be reflex. Hlus-

""^

Pij.i.

FnlJ*''"
"
t^"^ f '"'P" ^^"'"S " «*"•§''* edge AB (Fig 1)

crease OC. The angles AOC, BOG are equal. Why so »
Try the expenment two or three times, and fit together the
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folded papers. Do you find that ah tue angles you get in thia
way are of the same size ?

In each case you have a straight line OC meeting a straight
hne AB m such a way that the angles made on either side ofOC are equal. Such angles are called right angles; and our
experiments shew that all right angles are equal Thus a
right angle may be taken as a standard with which to compare
other angles.

OC is said to be at right angles to AB or perpendicular
to AB.

A right angle is divided into 90 equal parts called degrees (")
That is, one right angle = 90°.

An acute angle is less than one right angle.
An obtuse angle is greater than one right angle.

A B

acute angle

A B

right angle

A —

B

obtuse angle

)CEx. 5. Fold a piece of paper of any
shape, and call the straight folded edge AB.
Then (without opening the paper out) fold
again so as to bring B over A. On unfolding,

the creases cross one another, forming four
angles. What can you tell of these angles ?

Are they equal j Are they right angles ?

Sayivyhy.

Ex. 6. A line, starting from the position OA, rotates about
0; and having made a complete revolution, returns to OA.
Through how many degrees has it revolved ?
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Through how many degrees does the line revolve in makineone^^rter of a revolution I In making „„e W/a revolTSn
Ubserve that

a complete revolution corresponds to 4 right angles
a quarter revolution „ 1 right angle,
a half revolution

.. 2 right angles.

of ^l^.\ '^^T^^ "iT
""""^ "^'S'^*^ ^""-^ the minute-handof.a clock revolve m i hour, in J hour, in f hour, in 1 hour ?

Ex. 8. Through how many degrees does the minute-handrevolve m 5 mmutes, in 25 minutes, in 36 minutes > H w ,on«W.11 It take to turn through 48° I Through l.r J Thlugh

h.^^'
*' j" * '"'""' "^"^^ ^^ revolutions a minute, throughhow many degrees will it turn in 1 second ?

^

Posi«on*!f' ff/r"f'"f
°° °° ""P""'" '^'««''""'' «hew theposition of the hands of a watch at the following hours:

What is the angle between the hands in each case ?

Ex 11 Draw a circle with radius 2'. By construction

th^m r ''rT:J' "«'>* ^"S'-- --^ *- others u.'"

o a" to for?. ', 't ^'•^ ^^*^«""*'- °^ *»•« <i'-«t-so as to form a regular eight sided figure. Measure ita sides

(Angles at the Centre of a Circle)

jnn'^'i^^n IV^^ °'"^'°*' "«"« *h« anglesAOD DOC, COE, BOB have been made aU

'^".T.",.
?°'^ """"^ ''^P'*^^ "e there in the

Z AOD ? In the ^AOGI In the ^ AOE ?
In the ^ AOB I
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The angle AOB is called a straight angle

nnefoeTo^StLtr '"' *=" ' °"*' ""' '"'*"'" '''

..u'^a"
''^"'! ^°"''^^ ^^ ^^^ "'"'" ^^' 00 and the arc ^0 i.

quSant' • " '""*"• °' * "'•='«• ^°'"* -' -"tJ

jno^D^*
^° ^''^ """g'"*' F'>re the angles

^OP, POQ, etc., have been made all equal
How many degrees are there in each of t'

-

^s AOP, AOQ, AOC, AOR, AOS, AOB%
How many degrees in the ^ s SOC, ROP ?

Take any distance
Ex. 14. Draw a circle of radius 5 cm.

you like in your compasses, and with this
distance mark off points round the circum-
ference. Call the points A, B, C, etc., and
jom them to the centre 0. Now, what are
the equal lengths you have been stepping
ofi I Certainly equal chorda, though you
have not actually drawn them.

Try to invent some practical way (either
by means of tracing, or by cutting out and fitting one part
ver the o her) of finding if in measuring off equal Z2ou have also cut off equal arcs. Are the angles AOB. BOCCOD, etc. equal too ?

*
•

'j^,

tiJ^A *^Vk^°
t'>«/ig«>-e of the last Exercise, how many

fames does the arc EA contam the arc BA ? How many tim<i
does the z EOA contain the ZBOA ?

Thus in a circle (or in equal circles) you have found by
experiment that when you measure off equal chords, you thereby
cut off equal arcs; and by cutting off equal arcs, you can make
equal angles at the. centre. This principle is most important
and 18 use4 agam and again in practical geometry.
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(Use of the Protractor)

.nlr r*T"!' f^'"'
" ««'"'-«'"«"la^ «rc divided into 180equal parts, wh.oh for convenience are numbered from each

fj'l 5" r"'"'"!
'*' *"""*'' "f^'^'"'' *» « 9^'^^ <'«9te, placethe protractor wUh .ts centre at the vertex, and the diameter

ma klf",
"" °' *^ '^'"^ "* ^^^ ''"ele; then observe themark of d.vis.on on the r.m under which the other arm passes.

(ii) To make an angle of a given number of degrees {say 53°),draw one arm 0.4 ; place the protractor with its centre onand Its diameter m hne with OA; mark a point on yourpaper as close as you can to the 53rd division on ,;he rim

mwkld
P'"''""'"^ *"'* J"'" ti'e vertex to the point 8^

Ex. 16. Measure in degrees the angles
AOB and BOU. Add your resulte to-
gether, and test by measuring the angle

%* Angles iraxm with arm, of sufficient length fm use vriththe protractor should be given for measurement by the l^.
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Ex. 17. Measure the angles PXQ
and RXQ. Find by subtraction the
number of degrees in the angle PXR.
Test your result by measuring that
Single.

%* Other diagramsfor practice in measuring angles should be
provided bg the teacher.

Ex. 18. Draw a straight line AB of length 3'. From A
draw a Ime making an angle of 02" with AB.

From B draw a line makmg an angle of 62° with BA. (Both
lines are to be drawn on the same side of AB.)

Ex. 19. Repeat Exercise 18, but make the angles at A
and B (i) 27°, (ii) 81°, (iii) 157°. (This may be done in a single
figure.)

Ex. 20. Draw a straight line AB of length 8 cm. From
A draw two lines, one on each side of AB, each making an angle
of 47° With it. Repeat the process, making angles of 75° and
131° on each side of AB. (This is to be done in a single figure.)

If your figure were folded about AB, how would the lines
on one side of AB fall with regard to those on the other side ?

Ex. 21. Draw (i) an acute angle, (ii) an obtuse angle,
(ui) a reflex angle.

In each case judge as nearly as you can (without using your
protractor) how many degrees there are in the angle.

Check your estimates by measurement, noting your errors

;

and express these errors as percentages of the measured values!
Tabulate your results as in Ex. 4, p. 15.

Ex. 22. Without using your protractor draw ^ngles as
nearly as you can judge to contain 45°, 30° 78" 125" 64°
115°, 225°.

' '

Measure your attempts, and tabulate the results.
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lA,ljacent and Vertically Opposite Angles)
Two angles which have one arm in com- ft,

mon and l,e on opposite sides of it, are said ^
to be adjacent. Point out four pairs of

^ /O X
adjacent angles in the marginal Figure "6

The angles AOC, BOD are said to be vertically oppositePomt out another pair of vertically opposite angles.
"^

Ex. Li. Draw a straight line 4B, and from any point

S

—

6—X

Measure the angle AOC; and. without moving the pro-

^AOC + ^BOC. degrees = right angles.
Compare the three results, and write down in words th^

conclusion you draw. Try to explain the reason

Ex. 24. In the Figures of Ex. 23

:

(i) if the ^AOC= 65°, reckon the zBOG.
(ii) if the ^fiOC= 140°, reckon the z^OC.
(iii) if the ^ AOC =153", reckon the ^BOO.
Ex. 25. Draw « straight line OJf.

Make the angle XOP = 55°
; and on the

other Bide of OX make the angle XOQ =
120°. Are OP and OC in one straight
line ? If not, how should OQ be turned,
BO as to bring it into line with OP ?
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Ex; 26. Draw the straight lines Ali, CD crossing one
another at 0. Measure the angle AOCJ.
Hence reckon the angles BOC, AOD
DOB.

Now compare the vertically opposite
angles thus

:

^BOC = degrees) ^AOC =

^ AOD = degrees! Z BOD =
dearjes)

degrees)

Write down your conclusion in words.

NoTB. The equality of vertically opposite
angles should be illustrated by experiment.

For instance: two narrow strips of card-
board may be pivoted by a drawing-pin at 0.
Bring the strips into coincidence, then slowly
open them out. Observe that the same move-
ment which opens the angle AOC, also opens the angle BOn : that is to
ay, these angles are the result of the >ame amount of lurmng, uid are
therefore equal to one another.

Ex. 27. In the Figure of Ex. 26

:

(i) If the z BOD = 143°, reckon each of the ^b BOC
COA, AOD.

(ii) If the ^ AOD =29", reckon each of the xs DOB
BOC, COA.

(iii) If the ZCOA ^ 137°. reckon each of the za BOD
DOA, COB.

'

Ex. 28. Draw a straight line AB, and
from a point O in it draw any straight lines

DC, OD, on the same side of AB. Measure
the angles AOC, COD, DOB, and find their

turn. Account for tLe result.

8—2
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Ex. 29, From a point draw three
•traight lines OA, OB, OC. Measure the
/s AOB, BOC, COA. and fill up the fol-

lowing :

z AOB + /L BOC + ^ COA - degrees,

— • right angles.

Ex. 30. In the Figure of Ex. 29

1

(i) If ^ AOB = 125°. and Z BOC= 82°. reckon the ^ COA.
(ii) If ^ ^OB = 134°, and z AOC= 152°, reckon the Z BOC
In each case test by measurement.



CHAPTER VI

ANGLES CONTINUED

CONSTBUCTIONS WITH BULKR AND COMPASSM

Problem 2

To draw an angle equal to a given angle 0.

[Tho angle may be of any size : its arms may be con-
veniently made about 8 cm. in length.]

Conatructlon. Draw a straight Une P©, gay about 8 cm
long.

With centre 0, and any length (say 6 cm.) as radius, draw
a circle cuttmg the arms of the given angle at A and B.

With centre P, and with the eame radius as before draw a
circle cutting PQ at R.

(Only arcs of these two circles are shewn in the Figure.)
Take in your compai^ses the distance between the pointsA and B, that is to say, the length of the chord AB (there is no

need to draw the chord) : with centre B, and this length as
radius, cut the second ciicle at S.

I'rom P draw a straight line through S.
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(/'urMer TMto)

•qu«l area to the centre., we make equal angl(».
" "ua. w

(iii) Would the ^«P5 have come out ^ mal to »!,. / o ..

Witt ™2' «„^"'' "" '"«'"
"/

^^° '''*•' y<"" P'°^"«=t'«- Then,with niler and compasses only, construct an equal angle. Testyour drawing with the protractor.
^

Ex. 8. Repeat the last Exercise with an angle of 126°,

and co^; .
'° '"« " "^^^ "* '"y "'"• Then, with ruler

iV^Ofi ';.'"! * """' °^ ""'^'''S '^'^^OC equal tothe ^ ^OB on the other side of OA. Test with tracing paper!

Ex. 4. Draw an angle of 35° with your
protractor; then, with ruler and compasses
construct another angle three times the size of
the first. Test your construction by measure-
ment.

Ex. 6. I want to draw an angle five time, as neat as apven angle A. Explain in your own words how thUmay be



se

Draw an angle of 120°. using ruler and con.passea

AN0LB8. CONSTRUCTIONS

off ^u'
''
^""T ' "'''"' *'"' '""" O ""> <""/ «diu»

ofl thw radius from ^ to B ou the circuni-
ference, and join OA, OB.

What fraction ia the ^ AOB of four right
angla, and why? How many degrees are
there in the ^OBAI Answer, then test by
meaaurement.

Ex.7.

only.

Ex. 8. With your protractor draw a riglu
angle AOB. With centre and any radius (say
7 cm.) draw the arc AB. What part of the whole
circumference is this arc ?

From centre A, with the same radiun, cut the
arc at P

;
and from centre B. with the same radius, cut the

arc at Q. Join OP, OQ.
How large are the ^s AOQ. QOP, POB ? Answer, givineyour reason : then measure.

*

{Biiection of Angles)

Draw an angle of any size on tracing-paper, and fold it
«o as to bnng one arm exactly over the other. Unfold your
paper, and mark the crease. The crease bleeots the tngle
that IS, divides it into two equal parts. Why ?

'

How would you bisect an angle by means of your protractor ?

Problem 3
To huect an angle AOB wltii ruler and oompaasM.
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[The given angle AOB may be of anv size : iu arms may be
conveniently taken about 9 cm. in length.]

'

•ro of a circle cutting OA at P and Ofl at ^

disJ^ceMTtoT'""" '"' '"'"' '"""" *''"' •'" '*'•

With centre P a„d this length a. radius, draw an arc.

ttLmTatV "^ """ """"• ''"^ '""»"" -• -"'"«

Join OX. '

Now with your protractor, measure each of the angles AOXBOX, and see if they are eq ual.
b .ai/A

.

(Further Tutt)

th. 'i'^ox'-Z" IT'"*"'"'"''
"

"' ""•""" "»"' ''^^ '«''^'" «

tl,. !?•'.
''"'

f r"","
°^ "'"' *••• '" '«• Compare with your divid.™rrrjt:;^^:'^bf..eX'r

--^ '

" - ^-^ -^

(iii) H the arc drawn from centre P had a greater radio, thin .K.*drawn from centre O would nx .tin h^ ,1.
,™ ' "f"" *"»" »»»*

If o„» .» _. T^ ^ "' ** ""' bueotor of the L AOB 1U not, towards which arm would OX lean f

-„l^r *''!" """ ''^ '* "" *"'«"<» *" "•>' P'oWe™ b«au«, we haveworked from the arm. OA and OB in exactly the „me way.

(iv) In drawing the arc. from P and « «, centre., why did we take .

m'^^Jl ^Z*^ ™i" '"'' compasses only, draw an angle of
60 ,

and bisect it. Test your work with the protractor.

Jff
""." /*'*'""""'8'''°fl50»withyour protractor; thenwith ruler and compasses, divide the angle into/^r equal parts.

Ex 11. With ruler and compasses construct an angle ofW) i then obtam from it an angle of 15°.
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Ex. 12. Draw • straight line AB.
point O, and from it draw a line OC
making any angle with OA. Bisect the
•ngle. AOC, BOC (by cousirurlio,,), and call
the biaector. OX and OY. Measure the
•ngle j:oy. Can you account for the
result f

Ex. 13. Draw two straifiht lines AB,CD crossing one another at at any angle.
n,sect the angles BOD, AOC (hy con,truclion).
l^all the bisectors OX and OY. What do
you notice as to the direction of these two
bisectors ?

Ex. 14. Draw the patterns shewn below

:

(i) In Fig. 1. The circle}, to be drawn first, radius Bern,
(u) In Fig. 2. The inner circle is to be drawn first radiu.

3 cm., the arc. of the star are to be of the same radi^



CHAPTER VII

DIRECTION. PARALLELS

towSrLT "
"!!.'''"« "'""^

"
"*'•''«•'* p''*'' from ^towards S, and suppose that, on reaching the point P healte*hu> couxse. and proceeds along the pa^h PC.

N„,Jl n
"^ ship sailing due East alters her course 25= towards

w^she^;:L%t:rofrror "'• --- - -S

WeT' lLw\rr'''\''^r
^'''^- *•"'» *""« «> toward,

a!rhis?h::^^„rrtir-<^^-^-'^-ond direction.

Two men are walking from A towards S. One on arriving

Jd£c.o^;;;:-zss-^^--Aes
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Do the two paths meet ? Does it .eem to you that they
would meet / they were prolonged ever so far forwards or back-
wards? Lmes such as PC and QD, which point in the ,am^
rf.r«.ft<,« never meet: they are said to be paraUel; and the
angles BPC, BQD. which fix the direction of these lines bv
comparison with AB, are called corresponding angles

You have now to learn the use of the triangular rulers calledMt squares. Notice that one angle in each is a right angle : theremammg angles in one set square are both 45° ; in the other
they are 60° and 30°.

With a set square and a straight ruler we can draw parallel
lines, as follows

:

'^

Place either set square in any position such as that shaded
in the diagram, and against one of its sides lay a straight ruler
(marked AB m the Figure). Holding the ruler firm, slide the
set square along it, so that the side marked PC moves into the
posibon QD. Then QD and PC are parallel. Why « Thus
If in any two positions of the set square we rule lines alone
the same edge, we get a pair of parallels.

Before going further practise yourself a little in thi. process, drawingpa™ of parallel lmes in various positions and directions. If th^ stral^M
ruler has a beveUed edge, the set square is apt to slip up ov r t ,thiscase me the longest side of your other set square as a gm^e.

ni^\^\ ?f '"'*'' ^""'^ '** '*!""''« *«"' P«™"«1 lines AB
CD, about 10 cm. long and about 6 cm. apart Draw any
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Straight line SF acro» them, and number the angles so formed
as m the diagram below.

(i) Point out four pairs of corresponding angles.
Carefully measure each pair of ciorresponding angles with

your protractor, and enter their values in your Figure. Havincdrawn EF i,t random your measurements shew that correspond-
%ng angles m each pair are equal. Note this.

(ii) The angles 3 and 5 are said to be alternate.
Point out another pair of alternate angles.
Looking back to your previous measurements, do you find

alternate angles equal ?
/ " "'"

We may account for this by what has gone before, as follows :

The angle 5 =» the angle 1. Why ?

The angle 3-- the angle 1. Why ?

Hence we see that the angle 6 must be equal to the angle 3.

(iii) The angles 3 and 8 are called interior angles.
Add together the angles 3 and 8.

Add together the angles 2 and 5.

Compare the results and try to account for them.

4nnn ^.1.* ^ """f
* "* *'"' P"'"** ^^^'^ ^^ ""t* tte parallelsAB,tD; then make a tracing of your figui-e. Move the tracing-

paper so that the trace of EF slides along the original line EF
unt.l the trace ofP falls on g. Where does the trace of ^fi fall ?
in this way verify the conclusions marked (i) and (iii)

Agam slide your tracing-paper round until the trac« of P
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K

falls on Q, and the trace of Q on P. Where do the traces of A B
and CD fall ? In this way verify the concluaion marked (ii).

Ex. 4. Draw two poraliels AB, CD ; and cut them by a line
EF, making an angle of 57° with AB. Call this angle 1, and
number the rest as before. Now write down (without measure-
ment) the number of degrees in each of the angles 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8.

Ex. 5. Repeat the last Exercise, drawing EF at an angle of
117° with AB. Write down (without measuring) the remaiuing
angles.

Ex. 6. Draw a line AB about 3J' long. Take a point P
about 2' from AB. From A draw a line through P, and measure
the angle PAB. Now. using your protractor, draw a line
through P parallel to AB. Do this in two ways : (i) by making
corresponding angles equal; (ii) by making allertuUe angles
equal.

Problem 4

Through a given point P to draw with a set square a line
parallel to a given straight line AB.

Place either set square so that one of its sides lies along AB
in the position shaded in the diagram.

Against either of the other sides lay a straight-edge (either
a straight ruler or the longest side of the second set aquare).
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Then holding the straight-edge firmly, slide the set square
along It until the side originally placed along AB passes through
the point P. °

A line ruled along this side is parallel to AB, for the corre-
iponding angle* maiked in the diagram are necessarily equal.

VV
Problem 5

Through a given point P to draw with ruler and compasses
a <tne parallel to a given straight line AB.

:£z\
fA convenient figure is got by making AB about 8 cm. Ions

and placing P about 5 cm. from AB:\

Construction. With A (or any other point in AB) as

Tb2c
**"' '"'**'"'' "^^ " ""^'"'' '*""' ''° "° """'"8

With P as centre, and the tame radiu, PA, draw the arc AR
lake the distance (or chord) PC in your compasses, and with

centre A out the arc AR at Q.

Join PQ.
Now test to see if PQ is parallel to AB.

(Taf)

u»l» C^OPM
""^ "^Z^y '"y P""""*! >"»" if the alternate

angles CAP, QPA are equal If so, ^B and PQ are parallel

, nt\ f"^^'""""'
•»""'"<'« "'"•out measurement that the tC^P-the

th^tt \v.
'" "^ *•"" **" '™ ^^- e^ ''•™ he «.me radius;that 1^ they^ arcs of equal circles. Also remember that the are AQ

al^ *! .^ "*•''""« °* • "kotd «qaal to the chord PC. Now usueUie rest out for youneU. ^*
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Ex.7. Take two points J and B, 6 cm. apart. Throuh4
draw any straight line

; and through B draw a parallel line with
your set squares.

rlr.^^'jr
^"'"""^ ^5 of length 3'. With your protractor

draw AC making an angle of 76° with AB. Now through Bdraw a hne parallel to AC.
Do this Exercisa twice, drawing the parallel (i) with set

squares
; (u) with ruler and compasses.

V Ex^9. Repeat Ex. 8, making AB of length 9 cm., and theZBAC equal to 32°. Draw the parallel with vour set squares •

then test with ruler and compasses (by going through the con-
struction of Problem 5).

,/ Ex. 10. Draw a right angle AOB with your protractor,
^ making each of the arms OA, OB 7.5 cm. in length. ThrouKhA draw a parallel to OB, and through B draw a parallel to OA.uo this with set squares. .

What is the shape of the figure you have just drawn !

:!. Ex.11. Draw a straight line ^iS of length 7 cm. Finds
point P that 18 7 cm. from A and also 7 cm. from B. ThroughP draw a parallel to AB. (All this is to be done with ruler and
compasses.)

Ex. 12. Draw a line AC. 2' long, and bisect it by
measurement at B. Through A, B, C
draw parallels AX, BY, CZ hi any
direction (with parallel rulers). Now
draw any line across the parallels
cutting them at P, Q, and R. Measure
and compare PQ and QR.

Draw any other line across the parallels cutting them at LM, and N. Measure and compare LM and MN.
.
What conclusion do you arrive at from these experiments f
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Pkoblem 6

To divide a given straight line AB intofive equal parts {mthout
measurement).

[The given line AB may be of any length ; but do not
measure it.]

ConstrnoUon. From A draw AC, making any angle with
AB.

Take any length in your compasses, and step it offfive timea
along AC. Call the points of division P, Q, R, S, T.

Join TB.
Through P, Q, R, S draw parallels to TB (with parallel

rulers).

These parallels will divide AB into five equal parts. Test
this with your dividers.

In the same way a straight line m«y be divided into three, «wn, or
any other number of equal parts.

The construction depends on the law which you will have found out
from Ex. 12.

Ex. 13. Draw a line 2.7' long, and divide it by the last
construction into three equal parts. Test afterwards by
measurement.

Ex. 14. Use the above method to bisect a line of 7.8 cm.
Bisect the same hne by Problem 1, p. 23, and see if your two
results agree.
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Ex. 16. Draw a line 3.2* long, and divide it by the above
construction into /our equal parts.

How else could you divide a Une into four equal parta, using
ruler and compasses only ?

Ex. 16. Draw a line 9 cm. long, and divide it into teven
equal parts. Test with your dividers.

Ex. 17. From a line 3.5' long, cut off one-fifih part by
construction, " r i

w.^

The line of direction which bisects the angle between North
and East, is caUed North-East

; and the terms North-West,
South-Eaat, South-West have corresponding meanings.

If, looking from a Ught-house, a ship is seen in the direction
North-West, we say that it bears N.W. from the light-house,
or that its bearing is N.W. If the direction of the ship, as seen
from the Ught-house, makes with the line pointing North an
angle of 20° on the East side of that Une, we say that the ship
bears 20° East of North, or N. 20° 3.

Ex. 18. A man walks 6 kilometres due East, then 5 kilo-
metres due North. Draw a plan (scale 1 km. to 1 cm.), and find
by measurement how far he is from his starting-point.

Ex. 19f. North-West from my garden gate is a cottage,
300 yards distant

: North East of the cottage and 250 yards
from it ia a weU. Draw a plan (scale 100 yards to 1 inch), and

* 4
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tod M nearly u you can how far the weU i. from the garden

Ex 20. Two cyclisto, each riding U km. an hour. leave ahouse at the same time. One goes by a straight road leadingBE. the o her by a road leading S.W. How far apart willthey be m half an hour? (Scale 1 km. to 1 cm.)

Sonfh'"
**• / T" '^r

^""^^ * •"'•''• *•">" West 6 miles, then

Norrt fn^lfi ^f^
"n '<«vmg port sails N.W. for 18 miles, then

thrS:* f'°d
her approximate distance, and her bearing fromtne port, that is, how many degrees West of North.

f
^'''

!?; ^ ^"^ """^ 200 yards in a certain direction • thenturning 68 to his left he walks 300 yards ; finally he tur^sSto h.s nght and walks 250 yards. Shew his track on a plan

pwallel to his first. How far is he at last from his starting-

L.^h ^A / *"''^"*' '^'''""' *° «° '^"'' N"'*''. but finds hisway barred by a swamp. He therefore walks 5 kilometres N E

f2
°

''''"Tr ^r*"'
*''"" ^ ''"°'"'*'"« N.W.

;
and now hefinds himself due North of his starting-point. How manv

f^irt" cm.)"'
'"* '" *"""« «°''^ °"* °^*^ '"'"

'
(»^"'

'thpn^r
^^\ V',"^''

'™'' ^* ""'* •^^o"* from ^ to B andthen turns to the left through an angle of 70° and goes straighton to C for li miles. Draw a diagram 1' to the mile, andmeasure the distance from 4 to C direct.

to thfi V" '""l'
'™"" ^ ^ """*• *« ^' t"""" turns 45-

to the nght and goes on 2 miles to C. where he turns 60° to the
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w> ine left 37 , goes on 6 miles to R. and there f..rn. a^»
to ^he .eft and proceeda 6 mi.ea to s! t ietT™,! ,Sto P. How far did he ride in .111 (Scale 1 cm. to the »TeT

3 mU^ W .i'fi^ .?"*.,* '""'* ^- *''™ « '"''«» N.E.. then

.to"r,:oir,^S J* r;reir "'
' "^ '--^ ^"

u^ ^'A*!; ,.^'"'' * ^'"8'»'° °* *•>« four-frided field ^flrn

to)m ^ to B 250 yards, a turn to the right 74°, from B to 6
fJtZ"! :! ^r.*"/'"'

"S""* «2°, from to D 3 OydT. Wha^» the length of the fourth aide of the field , (Scale' ^yTt



CHAPTER VIII

PKRPENDICULARS

Pkobuem 7

To draw with ruler and oompawrt a ttraight tine biucting
a given itraight line AB $,t right anglea.

Constmotloiu Follow the method of Problem 1, p. 23.

Your experimente have already shewn that PQ cuts AB at
its middle point. We have now to satisfy ourselves that PQ
is at right angles, or perpendicu! to AB. Test this first with
yojir protractor.

{fwiher Talt)

(i) Make a tracing of your figure, and fold it so as to bring A over B.
Note the position of tlie crease, and explain tlie result.

(u) Hake a tracing as before, and turn it about the point X until
the trace of XA lies along XP. Where does the trace of iP fall T Shea
from this that PQ is at right angles to AB.
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Ex. 1 Draw • straight line AB. 8 cm. long, and bisect it at
nght angles by a line PQ. Use radii of length 6 cm. ; «,d
measure PQ.

" '

Ex. 8. Draw a line of any length, say 2.4'. on tracing-paper

;

and bisect it at right angle, by PQ, choosing your own radii fo^
tbe arcs.

Shew by measurement that PQ bisects AB, and also that AB
oiseds PQ.

fall"
^°" '"'"^ **" ^^^ '*"""* ^^ '•"" "'" *'"' P°'"* ^

^^If you fold the figure about AB where will the point P

The figure is symmetrical about PQ ; and also about AB.

Ex.3. Take a line ^fl of length 7 cm. With centre ^ and
radius 6 cm. draw a circle. With centre B and radius 4 cmdraw a circle cutting the first at P and Q. Join PQ "

ThenPQ IfeclsABai right angles." Which part of this statement is
true ? Which part is false ?

Ex 4. Draw a linens of any length you like, and bisect it
at right angles by PQ, choosing the ra-^^- ourself : note the
length of the radii you use.

How far is P from 4 and B ? How far is Q from ^ and B ?Take any pomt m PQ, and call it R. Measure RA and RPand compare their lengths. You will find that R is equidistard
from A and B.

fin/tt*'
.^"'»«°«^«.8'"»-l''n8. With your compasses

find two pointe P and Q distent 7 cm. from both A and fi^go
two points iJ and S distent 6 cm. from both ^ and fl ; also two
points X and Y distent 6 cm. from both A and B. On what
line do aU these points lie ? How many points are there which
are 4 cm. from both .i and £ }
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^'

Pkoblim 8 ' ^
.

Through a given point P to draw with Mt soMrM a Km
P»rpvi<iioiil»t to a given straight line AB.

onni^f'^^i'"
'^'''eht-edge to the longest oide (i.e. the .ide

UtlT
'^\"8''* '"Blej.of the .et .quare; .nd .lide the

tCugh P
""'^"'"^ perpendicular to AB passes

the alternate angles marked m the diagram are equal.

No™. Following the principle of tU. method, you .hould d«viM for

t
(foefow. to be done with Set Square,)

/n/ ' .^^' '*''' ^ '" '*'°«t''- Through ^, B, Cand^ draw hnep perpendicular to AX. Why are the*, linei
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n«J!nJ' 1^T 'Ji"'
^* °' '•"«*•' ^ •"»• Through ^ draw »

What u the ihape of the figure you have thus drawn f

Ex. 8. Draw a line AB, 8 cm. long. Draw AC norocn
dicular to AB, and n,ake AC ^ , cm.' Join BC ZTadraw ^fl perpendicular to^C. Measure AD.

aigl. of
«'!' '

^"^ " '"*'"'
"' "'°' '"'> '" "8'" °' 3"°' (-) -

Ex. 10. (a) Draw a line AB of length 10.6 cm. From A^.Uh your protractor) draw AC and ^B making angles of 45^

;:;i.eurjcTdir
• '''-''' ' ''-- ^^-^'^-«^—

>

What is the shape of the figure you have thus drawn 1

6 cm' hS !» °! ^^" " *""• '""S- U-ing a radius also of6cm bisect ^5 at rjght angles by PQ. From centre X (the

^' 1ilTcTDJ:tB. ' ^""- "-'' "' ^''^ ' -' ^ ""

dacmcb'^'
"'"'^ °' **" ^*"'"' ^^^^

'
"'^"" *•>« ""gi^

(c) Make a straight line BC of length
7.6 cm.

; and through B and draw
two parallels BP, CQ (with set squares)
in any direction. Bisect the angles PBC,
QCB by lines meeting at A, and measure
the angle BAG.
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Pkoblbm 9. First Method

To draw with ruler and compassGii a straight line per-
pendicular to a given straight line ABata given point Xinit.

J^
[The given straight line AB may be of any length, for

convenience say about 4'. The given point X in this con-
struction should not be taken near an end of AB : take X about
1.5* from il.]

ConstmcUon. Take in your compasses any length less
than XA (say a Httle over 1'), and with X as centre mark ofi
two points P and Q in AB.

Now take in your compasses any length greater than PX
(say about 2'), and first with P as centre, then with Q as centre,
draw two arcs cutting at 0.

Join OX.
Now test with your protractor to see if OX ia perpendicular

to AB.
(Further Tata)

(i)

p. 54.

(u) Use the test marked (u) in Problem 7, p. 62.

(iii) Invent a test with ruler and compasses to find if the angles
OXP, OXQ are equal. (See Problem 2, p. 37.) 1{ they are, how does
this shew that OX is perpendicular to AB1

Note that this is a particular case of Problem 3, where the angle to be
bisected k the straight angle AXB.

Test with a set square and straight-edge as explained in Problem 8,
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Problem 9. Second Method

[When the given point X is at or near one end of AB.]

Construction. With X as centre,

and any length as radius, draw
arc CDE, cutting AB at C.

With the same radius step off

from G the points D and E round
the arc.

With D and E as centres, and the
same radius as before, draw arcs

cutting at 0.

Join XO. * *= *~^

, . „„ , irerificalion)
Join PX and EX.
How many degrees are there in the is CXD. DXB ! Why T [p. 24 1
How many degrees are there in the La DXO, EXO t Why ? [p. 39.1
How many degrees are there in the i. AXO T

(Perpendiculars by Construction)

^ Ex. 11. Draw a straight Hne 4* long. At pointa IJ' from
each end erect perpendiculars (First Method). Why are these
parallel ?

Y Ex.12. Drawaline^S, 6 cm. long. At each end erect
perpendiculars AC, BD (Second Method), each 6 cm lone
Join CD.

"

Name any test by which you can find if CD is parallel to AB.
Ex. 13. Employ Problem 9 (Second Method) and Problem

3 (p. 39) to draw hues making with a given Une AB angles of
90°, 45°,

22i°.
*

3<r Ex. 14. By constructions with ruler and compasses draw
hnes making angles of 60', 30", 15° with a given line AB.

How would you draw a rejlex angle of (i) 270°, (ii) 300° I
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- Ex. 16. Constniot a perpendicular at the end ^ of a given
hne AB. Then, with ruler and compaaseB, draw AC makinn an
angle of 136° with AB.

Pboblbh 10

To draw with ruler and oompaBsea a straight line perpen-
dloular to a given line AB/rom a given point X outside it.

r-^>^ r̂-B

[The given line AB may be taken about 4* long.]

ConBtruotlon. With centre A^, and any radius of sufficient
length, cut AB at P and Q.

Take in your compasses any length greater than half PQ.
With centre P, and this length of radius, draw c.n arc on the

Bide of AB opposite X.
With centre Q, and the same radius, draw an arc outtinir the

last arc at Y.

Join XY, cutting AB at 0.

Now apply any of the tests previously explained to ascertain
if XO is perpendicular to AB.

— Ex. 16. With your set square or protractor draw a right
angle AOB

;
and make OA = 7.5 cm., and OB = 5.5 cm. Join

AB, and by construction drop a perpendicular on AB from 0.

Ex. 17. Draw a line AB of length 1.6'. Find with your
compasses a point P distant 1.7' from both A and B. From
P drop a perpendicular PM on AB (by construction). Meaauie
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Ex. 18. Draw a straight line AB, and take any point P
onteide it. Draw PX perpendicular to AB (with get squares).

Measure PX.
Now take any two points Y, Z in AB on the same side of

X. Join and measure PY, PZ.

Of the hues PX, PY, PZ, which is least? Which is

greatest ? Can you draw from P to AB a shorter line than the

perpendicular PX ?

The distance of a point P from a straight Une AB is under-

stood to be the length of the perfendicular PX, this being the

shortest Une that can be drawn from P to AB.

Ex. 19. Take a point outside a straight line AB, and

from draw OX perpendicular to AB (with set squares).

With centre draw three concentric circles : the radius of

the first is to be less than OX ; the radius of the second

is to be equal to OX ; the radius of the third is to be greater

than OX.
Now carefully notice if, and bow, these circles meet AB.

What conclusion do you draw 1

A circle drawn with a given point as centre will touch a

given line AB if its radius is equal to the perpendicular from

to AB.

If the radius is greater than this perpendicular, the circle

will cut AB in two points ; if less, the circle will not meet AB
at all.

Ex. 20. Describe a circle with radius 1.8' and draw a

straight line, not a diameter, to cut the circle in any two

points X and Y. Through the centre draw a Une perpen-

dicular to .^y. Does this line bisect XY i

Ex. 21. Draw an angle of 78° and bisect it. From any

point on the bisector let fall perpendiculars on the arms of the

angle. Compare the lengths of these perpendiculars.
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Ex. 22. Find the height of a kite which is flying at the
end of 300 feet of string which makes an angle of 30° with the
ground,

f m \ . _

- Ex. 23. The distances of a house from two consecutive
milestones on a straight road are .6 and .7 miles. Draw a
diagram to shew the shortest path from the house to the road
and measure it. (Scale 6* to the mile.) s

"

Ex. 24. Draw the patterns shewn below,
should be twice the size of the copies.

Your drawings

Fis>.i. . PI(.>.

In Fig. 1 the square is drawn first, and the curves are all

semi-circles.

In Fig. 2 the square is drawn first. The inner arcs are
drawn from the vertices of the square as centres, and half the
diagonal as radius : the other curves are aemi-circlea.



CHAPTER IX

TKrANGLES

Take any three points A, B, and C not all in a straight

line, and join AB, BC, CA. The figure

thus formed is called a triangle: it has

three vertices, three sides, and three angles.

The letters A, B, C are used not only to

name the vertices, but to represent the size

of the corresponding angles as measured in

degrees ; while a, 6, c are taken to represent

the lengths of the opposite sides.

Thus in the Figure

(A = 58°, B = 44". C = 78»

;

(o = 2.6 era., 6 = 2.1 cm., e = 3.0 cm.

The symbol A is used aa an abbreviation for the word
triangle.

Suppose the Figure represents a triangular field, and you
wish to walk from the corner B to the corner C. Which would
be the longer way, to go from B to ^ and then from id to C, or
to go straight from B to C along the side BC ?

Which is the greater, AB + BC, '-i AC i
•

Which is tho greater, BC + CA, or BA ?

You see at once that any two tides of a triangle mutt be

together greater than the third side. Indeed we have already
seen the truth of this ; for in the first chapter we observed that
the .itraighl line joining two points is the shortest distance between

(hem.
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X Ex. 1. To illustrate this further, draw any triangle ABC
j

measure its sides, and fill up the following form :

0+6- cm,

oxn.

6+c-

a—

om.

cm.

o+a-

6-

em.

em.

Ezce«=3 om. Exoe«» cm. Exceu- om.

I^OBLEM 11

To draw a triangle, ha,vinq givef the three ridag.

(For instance : o - 8 cm., 6 = 7 cm., c - 6 cm.)

Oonstmotlon. Draw a straight line BC of length 8 cm.
With centre B, and a radius of 6 cm. (the length of c), draw

a circle.

With centre C, and a radius of 7 cm. (the length of 6), draw
a second circle cutting the first at A.

(Arcs of these circles, shewing the cutting point, are enough
in practice.)

Join AB and AC.
Then ABO is the triangle required.

{Remarkt)

(i) Notice that the problem ia the aame ma that of finding a point A
diatant 6 cm. from B, and 7 cm. from 0. Can more than one aooh point
be found t
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(U) Draw ha> trUnglea, one on each side of BC, having the dinionsioni

given above.

Cut out the double figure ao formed, and fold it about BC. What do
you find T Are the two triangles of the aame size and shape ?

(iii) Go through the construction of Problem II with the following

dimensions : O'^S cm., i—4 cm., e-^S cm.
What difficulty arises ! Why is the construction inj possible T

(iv) Go through the construction with these dimensions

;

a— 8 cm.,

6—Som., c—3cm.
Observe carefully what happens, and give a reason for it Can you

draw a triangle whose sides have these lengths t

Ex. 8. Construct (or try to construct) triangles whose sides

have the following lengths.

If any set of lengths seems to you impossible, carry out the

construction as far as it can go, and then say how and why it

faib.

h = 3.0', c = 3.0'.

6 = 2.5', e = 2.5'.

6 = 2.5'. e = 2.0*.

6 - 1.5'. c = 1.0'.

6 = 2.0', c = 1.0'.

6 = 7.6 cm., c = 5.4 cm.

6 = 7.0 cm., c = 3.5 cm,

6 = 7.0 cm., c = 2.0 cm.

6 = 7.0 cm., c = 2.5 cm,

6 = 8.2 cm., e = 4.3 cm.

In each of the above triangles, when possible, measure all

the angles very carefully, and enter the measurements on your
drawings : these measurements will be wanted later on.

If a triangle has all its sides equal, it is said to be equi-

lateral
;

if it has turn sides equal, it is called isosceles

;

if no two of its sides are equal, it is called scalene.

C^) a = 3.0',

6^ii) = 3.0',

CJii) a = 3.0',

(iv) a = 3.0',

(y) o = 3.0',

O^vi) a = 6.4 cm..

'>-(vii) a = 4.5 cm..

,

(viii) a = 4.5 cm..

(ix) a = 4.5 cm..

i^A^) o = 5.4 cm..
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Ex.8. Point out examples from the triangles you have just
drawn of equilateral, isosceles, and scalene triangles. Notice
their shapes carefully.

In an isosceles triangle the vertex is usually understood to
be the point at which the ejual sides meet ; then the opposite
Bide is called the base.

{Comparison of Sides and Angles)

Ex. 4. Measure the angles of the equilateral triangle you
have drawn in Ex. 2 (i). Are the angles equal ? How many
degrees are there in each ?

Draw any larger or smaller equilateral triangle, and measure
Its angles. Do you find that equilateral triangles of different
sizes have the same shape ?

— Ex. 6. Take the isosceles triangle you have drawn in
Ex. 2 (ii). Measure and compare the base angles, namely thos*
at B and C, which are opposite to the equal sides.

Draw any isosceles triangle ABC {A at the vertex) without
measuring the sides : measure and compare the angles at the
base.

Make a tracing of your triangle
;

turn the tracing over, and see if it can
thus be fitted over the original triangle

ABC. If so, v.here does the trace of
the /. B fall ? And where does the
trace of the z C fall ?

Now state the conclusion yon draw from these experi-
ments.

'^

/\

Lastly bisect the angle BAC, in your tracing,
and fold the figure about the bisector. How does
this experiment support your conclusion f

I

i----),
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Ex. 6. Tnke the icalene triangle you hare drawn in
Ex. 2 (iii). Measure the anples. Which ia the greatest aide,

and which is the greatest angle t Which is the smallest side,

and which is the smallest angle 1

^—^ Draw a triangle of any size and shape you like (not from
measurements). Now measure the sides and angles. Write
down the sides a, h, e in order of their lengths, beginning with
the longest. Write down the angles A, B, C in order of theii

size, beginning with the largest.

^_^
State in youi own words the conclusion yoa draw.

r iy (i) In each of the six possible triangles given in Ex. 2 yoa
' have measured the angles ; let us in each case add the three
angles together, and write down the result thus

:

A + B + C^ degrees.

Range the totals in • column; compare them earefnlly,

always bearing in mind that there may be small errors in you
measurements. Take the average.

£) (ii) Now draw any three triangles varying in size and shape
(not from given measurements). Measure the angles in each
case, and add them together. Compare the $umt.

^ (iii) Draw • good sized triangle of

any shape you like. Cut it out and
tear of! the comers. Fit these together

at a point ; and observe the two
outer straight edges. Do these fall in

a straight line ? If so, what do yoa
learn from this experiment !

You have now reason for believing that in any triangle ABC
A + B + C~ 180°

;

or, in words, the turn ojth* three angles it equal lo '.wo ri^t
angles.

a> 5
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A triangle ii laid to be right-angled when one of its anglei

ia • right angle.

Ex. 7. Draw a right-angled triangle. Can a triangle have

more than one right angle ? Can a right-angled triangle also

have an obtuse angle ? How many acute angles has a right-

angled triangle ?

A triangle is said to be obtasa-anglad when one of its angles

ia obtiue.

Ex. 8. Draw an obtuse-angled triangle. How many acute

angles must every obtuse-angled triangle have ?

A triangle is acuta-angled wh^n M three of its angles are

acute.

Ex. 9. Drew an acute-angled triangle. Why would it not

be enough to say "A triangle is acute-angled when one of ita

angles is acute " ?

Before constructing a triangle or other figure having given

sides and angles, it is very useful to draw a rough free-hand

sketch, in order to make sure that the question is understood,

and to ahew what is given and what is lequiied.

Problbm la

To draw a triangle having given two sides and the Inolnded

angle. (Foi instance : 6 - 1.8*. c = 2.7*, A - 66°.)
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Oonatraotlon. Dnw a line AX; and from A draw AY
making an angle of 66° with AX (using protractor).

From AX cut off AB equal to 2.7' (the length of c).

From AY cut off AC equal to 1.8* (the length of b).

Join BC.

Then i4£(7 ia evidently the required triangle.

[Measure the Z s at £ and C, and verify A + B-\-C =- 180°.]

^Ez. 10. Draw a right angle BAG (with protractor or set

^equare), making AB and AC each 2.S'. Join SC.

Why are the angles at B and C equal } How many degrees

re there in each t

Ex. 11. Draw a triangle in which b — 7.8 cm., c — 6.2 cm.,

ad il -> 118°. Measure a, B, and C ; and verify

A + B + C - 180".

Ex. 12. Draw an isosceles triangle ABC, in which

AB-AC- 7.0 om., and A - 84°.

Can you tell without measurement how many degrees there

must be in each of the angles at B and I

FXDDLBH 13

To.irav a triangle having given one side and the two
angles at »U ends. (For instance : a - 3.2', B - 72°, G - 37°.)

Oonatraotlon. Draw BC equal to 3.2'.

At B make an angle of 72° with BC (using protractor).
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At make m an^e of 37* with CB, on the Mma iid« ai

baloM.

Frvduca (that it to lay, pnUmg) the linot to meet at A,

Then ABC it the required triangle.

[State, without meaauring, the liie of the angle A : then

teat your anawer with the protractor.]

{Comfariton <^ Anglu and 8ida)

Ex. IS, Draw a triangle ABC in which a - 6.8 cm.,

B - 101°, and C - 44°. Say, before drawing, what must be

the lite of the angle A. Verify ffterwarda by meaaurement.

Ex. 14. Each of the anglea at the baae of a triangle ia

66° ; what ia the vertical angle !

Draw a triangle ABC in which a - 2.4*, B - C - 6S°.

Measure b and c, and say what kind of triangle it is (i) in reapect

of ita sides, (ii) in respect of its angles.

Ex. 15. Draw a triangle ABC in which 6 — 6.2 cm.,

. A - 61°, and C - 36°. What ia the angle B ! Measura a

and e.

Write down (i) the sides, (ii) the anglea in order of their sixe,

and compare the two results.

Ex. 16. Try to draw triangles in which

(i) a - 6.8 cm., B - 110°, C- 70°

;

(ii) a - 6.8 cm., B - 46°, C - 135°.

What difficulty arises ? Perhaps you find that the other

ides would not meet on your paper : would they evtr meet ?

Give a reason for your answer.

Ex. 17. In a right-angled triangle, if one acute angle is

60°, what is the other ?

Draw a triangle in which a - 3.0', A-W, B- 60°.

^



CHAPTER X
TRIANGLES CONTINUED. CONGRUENCE.

APPUCATI0N8
l'RArTI'"\L

If you look bkck at Problemi 11,-Jj and IJ, on thu 'on-
•truction of triangles, you will notice that iu tech lajc tJirct

tbingv were giyen : namely .

(i) Three sides. (Problem 11.)

(ii) Two sides and the included angle, fl'tdblem 12.)

(iii) One side and two angles. (Problem 13.)

And these data (or things given) were enough to fix the aixe
and shape of the triangle.

Ex. 1. Draw a good sized triangle ilBC of any shape; then
state three different methods (corresponding to Problems 11,
12, and 13) by which an exact copy of it may be made.

Make a copy of the given triangle ABC in each of these ways

;

and test by seeing if a tracing of the triangle ABC can be ex«)tly
fitted over each copy.

Would the size and shape of a triangle be fixed if we were
given the three angle* ? First of all, the sum of the three angles
must be 180°, otherwise no triangle could be drawn from them.

Let us take A - 66°, B - 80°,

C — 45°. Draw a line BC of any
length as base. Make the angle B
equal to 80°, and the angle C equal
to 46°

; then whatever length we take

for the bate BC, the third angle A
most be 66°.
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Thus any number of triangles of different tizes can be drawn
having the given angles 55°, 80°, 45°. You will easily see that

all these triangles have the same shape : in fact the three angles

fix the shape but not the size of a triangle.

If a tracing of one triangle can be made to fit exactly over

another, it is clear that the two triangles have the same size

and shape, and are equal in all respects. The fitting of one

figure over another for the purpose of comparison is called

superposition ; and if one figure exoMy fits over the other, it

is said to coincide with it. Figures which can be made to

coincide with one another, thus shewing that they have the

same size and shape, are said to be con^uent.

Ex. 2.

Ex. 3.

Ex. 4.

B

(Questions to be answered oraUy)

In a A ABC, A - 70°, C = 50° ; what U B »

In a AABC, B = 28°, C - 112° ; what is A ?

How many triangles can there be in which A ^-^ 91°

54°?

115°,

35°, =

Ex. 5. How many triangles can there be in which A •

B- 50°, 0-25° I

Ex. 6. A AABC is right-angled at A; if £» 55°, what
isC?

Ex. 7. In a AABC, B= 65°, and C= 25°. What sort

of triangle is it (i) in respect of its angles, (ii) in respect of its

rides ?

Ex. 8. The AABC is isosceles, A being the vertex. If

B — 41°, what are the other angles ?

Ex. 9. The AABC is isosceles, and the vertical angle A is

50°. What are the angles at S and C t

Ex. 10. The isosceles AABC is right-angled at the vertex

A. What are the angles B and C ?

Ex. 11. In a A ABC, ilA + B-C, what is the angle !
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{Exercises in Geometrical Drawing. The construclions to be done
with ruler and compasses only unless otheruiise stated)

Ex. 12. Draw a line AB of length 6 cm. Construct two
equilateral triangles APB, AQB on opposite sides of AB as
base.

Compare your construction with that of Problem 7 (p. 52),
and explain why PQ bisects AB at right angles.

Ex. 13. On a base of 2.0* draw an isosceles triangle, each
of the equal sides being 2.5'.

From the vertex draw a perpendicular to the base ; and
shew by measurement that this perpendicular bisects the
vertical angle. Account for this by comparing the construc-
tions of Problem 10 (p. 58) and Problem 3 (p. 39).

Ex. 14. Draw a triangle ABC in which a = 7.6 cm.,
B=80°, C=46°. (With protractor.)

Bisect the ^ BAC (construction) by a line which meets the
base at X. Calculate the /: a AXB, AXC ; and verify by
measurement.

Ex. 15. On a base BC of 8 cm. construct an isosceles

triangle ABC, having the angle at each end of the base half a
right angle. (With protractor.)

Bisect BC at right angles by a line PQ. Why does PQ pass
through A 1

Ex. 16. Construct a triangle, having given : a = B cm.,
r- 60°, (7 = 90°. (Without protractor.) What is the /T il ?

Ex. 17. Construct an angle BAG of 120°. Hake AB =
AC = 7.2 cm. Join BC.

What are the angles at B and C ? Measure BC to the
nearest millimetre.
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Ex. 18. Construct (with ruler and compasses only) •
triangle ABC, having the two sides AB, AC equal to two given

lines e and b, and the included angle A equal to a given angle P.

[This is Problem 12 set in a' naw form. Wo give the

complete figure, and leave the details of construction to the

pupU.]

Ex. 19. Construct (without protractor) a triangle ABC,
having the side BC equal to the line a, and the angles B and C
equal to the given angles P and Q.

[This is Problem 13 : as before, we leave the construction to

the pupil. The teacher should furnish data for practice in the

constructions of Exerciseci 18 and 19.]

Ex. SO. Draw a straight line PQ of any
length, and take a point in it. From
draw two lines on the same side of PQ, and

call the angles so formed A, B, and C.
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On a base of 3.i' constnict a triangle having the angles at

each end of the base equal to B and C. How do you know that

the third ingle of this triangle must be equal to ^ )

Ex. 81. Draw a triangle ABC having sides 10 cm., 9 cm.,

8 cm. in length.

Bisect each side at right angles (Problem 7). If your

drawing is correct, the bisectors meet at a point. Call the

meeting point 0.

Measure the distances of from A, B, and C. Can you
account for these distances being the same ? (Ex. 4, p. 53.)

From centre 0, with radius OA, draw a circle : this should

pass through B and C.

A circle which passes through all the vertices of a figure is

said to be circumscribed about it.

Ex. 22. Construct a triangle in which a = 2.7', 6 = 3.0',

and c = 2.3'
; and draw a circle to pass through its vertices by

the method of Ex. 21.

Ex. 23. Construct an equilateral triangle on a base of

7 cm., and circumscribe a circle about it.

Ex. 24. Draw a good sized triangle of any shape. Through
each vertex draw a line perpendicular to the opposite side (with

set squares). What do you notice with regard to the meetiiig

of the three perpendiculars }

Ex. 25. Draw a triangle of any shape. Bisect each of ita

angles by construction. If your drawing is correct, the bisectors

meet at a point 0.

From draw a perpendicular (with set squares) to a side.

With as centre, and this perpendicular as radius, draw a

circle. This circle should touch each of the three sides. It is

said tc be Inscribed in the triangle.
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(Practical Applications. Heights and Distances)

The following problems are to be solved by measuring
diagrams carefully drawn to b- :• m. Since however it is im-
possible either to draw or to measure with absolute accuracy,

it follows that results so obtained can only be approximate
;

that is to say, they will be near enough to the truth to be of

practical value, though they cannot be relied upon as strictly

accurate. Careful work should usually yield a result within

one per cent, of that given in the Answers.

The direction which we call vertical (or upright)

ia that taken by a thread from one end of which a
weight hangs freely at rest. Any straight line at

right angles to a vertical line is said to be horizontal

(or level).

Ex. 26. How many vertical lines can be drawn through a

given point ? How many horizontal lines ?

In the diagram given below P represents some object whose
height or distance is to be found, and the position of the
observer's eye

; so that OP is the line of sight, that is, the
direction in which the object is seen. Let OA be the horiztmUA

line passing from the observer's eye directly under or over the
object P.

Then the ^ AOP is called the aoflle of devation when
the object le abnw the horizontal lioe : and the aa^ of de-

preaaion wnea tite object is below the bonzontal line.

=^mmim^.^^,^g^
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Ex. 27. On my estate there aie two farms. One lies

S.E. of my house, and 350 yards from it ; the other lies S.W.

of the house at a distance of 250 yards. How far are the farms

kpait ? (Scale 100 yards to 1 inch.)

Ex. 28. Havre lies due West of Rouen, distant 72 kilo-

metres. Dieppe lies due North of Rouen, distant 56 kilo-

metres. How does Dieppe bear from Havre, and what is the

distance between the two places ? (Scale 10 km. to 1 cm.)

Ex. 29. A shore battery, whose guns have an effective

range of 7000 yards (say 4 miles), fires on an enemy's ship

bearing N.W. from the battery and distant 2J miles. On this

the ship steams N.E., 2 miles, then drops anchor, thinking

herself out of range. Is she ? (Scale 1 mile to 1 inch.)

Ex. 30. A tower is observed from a point on the ground

500 feet distant from its foot, and the angle of elevation of the

top is found to be 15°. What is the height of the tower ?

(Scale 100 feet to 1 inch.)

Ex. 31. A vertical pole, 21 feet high, is found to cast a

shadow 35 feet long. How many degrees is the sun above the

horizon 1 (Scale 10 feet to 1 inch.)

Ex. 32. From a point A I walk 200 yards due West

:

I then turn N.E., and walk till I get to a point C from which

A appears due South. Then I return straight to A. How far

have I walked altogether ? (Scale 100 yards to 1 inch.)

Ex. 33. A balloon, held captive by a rope 200 metres long,

has drifted in the wind till its angle of elevation, as observed

from the place of ascent, is 64°. How high is the balloon above

the ground '! (Scale 20 metres to 1 cm.)

Ex. 34. From a vessel's fore-top, 80 feet above the sea,

» buoy is observed, and the angle of depression found to be 9°.

How far is the buoy from the ship ? (Scale 100 feet to 1 inch.)

m^M.
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Ex. 85. In surveying an estate I note three cottages A,
B, and C. I walk from d due East to B, the distance being
350 metres, and is on my left hand. The distance from A to

C is 120 metres, and from j3 to C 370 metres. In what direction

does C bear from A ? (Scale 100 metres to 2 cm.)

Ex. 36. A triangular field is enclosed by two hedges and
a ditch. The hedges are each 150 yerds long, and they make an
angle of 64°. Draw a plan (scale 60 yards to 1 inch), and find

the length of the ditch.

Ex. 37. From Dover t»ie bearing of Calais is B. 31° S.

;

that of Boulogne is E. 63° S. ; and the distances of the two
French ports from Dover are respectively 23 miles and 31 miles.

How far is Boulogne from Calais t (Scale 10 miles to 1 inch.)

Ex. 38. A straight canal mns throngh my grounds, and
is bridged at two places 400 yards apart. The house is 250 yards
from each bridge. How far is it from the house to the nearest
point on the canal ! (Choose a suitable scale for yourself.)

Ex. 39. Two ships A and B drop anchor, 2 cables' lengths

apart, B bearing N.W. from A. A signal station ashore bears
N.E. from A and due E. from B. How far is each ship from
the signal station 1 (N.B. 1 cable - 200 yards.)

Ex. 40. There are three towns A, B, and C. Of these,

B is East of A, and distant 35 miles ; while C is North of A,
and distant 84 miles. A straight railway connects B and C.
How far is A from the nearest point on this railway ? (Scale
10 miles to 1 cm.)

Ex. 41. From a certain point oa the ground I observe
the top of a spire, and find the angle of elevation to be 33°.

I advance 80 feet towards the spire, and then find the angle
of elevation to be 47°. How high is the spire t (Scale 40 ft.

to 1 inch.)
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Ex. 48. A man, standing 16 feet away from the base of a

monument, finds that the angle of elevation of the summit is

46°
; and in making the observation his eye is 6 feet above the

levd of the ground. Find the height of the monument. (Scale

5 feet to 1 inch.)

Ex. 43. If a man, whose height is 6 feet, stands 12 feet ftom

a certain lamp-post, he finds that his shadow cast by the light

is 12 feet in length. How high is the light above the ground ?

Ex. 44. From a point on a plain I observe a beacon which

stands on the summit of a neighbouring hill, and I find its angle

of elevation to be 14°. I walk 700 metres over the plain towards

the hill, and then find the angle of elevation to be 31°. How
high is the beacon above the level of the plain i



CHAPTER XI

QHADRILAT^ ALS

Any figure bounded hj &> l* ttraight sides b called

<[aadrlUiteral.

Before attempting to dimw sqiMdriletenl from given ride* and angle*

be lore to make a rough preliminary free-hand sketch, writing in the given

dimension!. This will shew you clearly wjhat is given and what is required.

In this Chapter, set squares are to be used for drawing parallels and per-

pendiculars unless otherwise stated.

Draw two lines msking at A an angle of 68°. Along one

arm mark ofE AB equal to 2.5' ; and

along the other mark ofi AD equal

to 2.0*.

Through B draw a line parallel

to AD.
Through D draw • line parallel

to AB, cutting the first parallel

at C.

The four-sided figure you have thus drawn is called a

parallelogram.

A parallelogram is a quadrilateral to/iose oppoiite side*

are parallel.

Measure DC and BC, and compare them with AB and AD.

Can you tell from what you have learned of parallels how

many degrees there are in the angles ABC, ADC, BCD 1 Test

your answer by measurement.

Ex. 1. Draw a parallelogram ABCD from the foUowing

data: the Z.4 = 1U°, .4B = 7.5cm., ilD-6.6cs.
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Meuu'* DC and BO, and compare them with the given

iidea.

Write down the number of degrees in each of the anglea

ABC, ADC, BCD; and test by measurement.

Ex. 2. Draw a parallelogram ABCD in which the ^ B -42°,

AB - 8.2 cm., and BC - 6.4 cm.

Measure and compare (i) the opposite sides, (ii) the opposite

angles ; and write down the results you get.

Ex. 3. Draw a parallelogram ABCD ia which the Z A
ii a right angle, AB =• '2.A", AD -> 1,7'.

Measure DC and BC, and compare them with the given sides.

What are the other angles of the figure, and why ?

Ex. 4. Draw a parallelogramABCD from the following data:

The Z il - a right angle, and AB - AD = 6.5 cm.

Measure DC and BC : do you find all the sides equal t

What are the remaining angles of the figure, and why t

A parallelogram which has a right angle is I

called a reotangle. [\.

A rectangle in which two sides forming a right

angle>are equal is called a square.

^
Ex. 6. Draw a parallelogram ABCD, in which the

ZA = 122°, and AB=-AD'-7 cm.

Measure DC and BC : do you find the sides all equal t

Write down the number of degrees in each of the angles ABO,

BCD, ADC.
A rhombuB is a parallelogram in which

•two sides which meet are equal, but it has

no right angle.

Notice that the rtetangU, the ajturt, and the rhmbui an all speoial

fonni ol the paraUelogma.
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We will now gather together the oonduaiona that may b«
drawn from the foregoing eseroiiei.

(i) In a parallelogram, what <^o you infer about the

opposite side* ? What about the opposite angles ?

. (ii) Are all the sides of a square equal } Why I

t*' ) (iii) Are all the sides of a rhombus equal } Why 1

(iv) If one angle of a parallelogram is a right angle, what
can you tell about the other angles }

(v) What do you conclude about the angles of a reclangU !

What about the angles of a $quare t

Each of the straight lines which join oppo-

site vertices of a quadrilateral is called a
diagonal.

Ex. 6. Draw an oblique paraBelogram (that is, having no
right angle), a rectangle, a KpMTe, and a rhombus. Call each
figure ABCD. In each case draw the two diagonals, and let

them cross at 0. Now asceHain by measuring or other experi-

ment to which of these four figures the following statements
apply

:

(i) The diagonals bisect one another.

(ii) The diagonals cross at right angles.

\-\i (iii) The diagonals are equal.

(iv) Each diagotud divides the jigure into two triangles of the

same siie and shape. (Make a tracing of the AABC, and see

if it ciwn be exactly fitted over the A ADC.) <

(v) The figure is symmetrical oioirf a diagonal. (That is,

^ if the figure is folded about a diagonal, the two parts coincide.)

Ex. 7. About which of the four figures of Ex. 6 can a circle

be circumscribed having its centre at 0, and OA as radius t
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Ex. 8. Using your protractor and act aquarea, draw a
rhombua having each aide 6.5 cm. in length, and one angle
equal to 82". Enter into your figure (without meaaurement)
the valuea of the other anglea.

Ex. 9. On a 8j le of 2.B' conatruct a square with ruler and
oompasaea only. Measure each diagonal to the uearest tenth of

an inch.

Ex. 10. Draw a line AG, 3' long. With ruler and com-
passes only construct a square having AC as diagonal ; and
measure its sides.

[First step of construction : Bisect AC at right angles.]

Ex. 11. Construct a rhombus whose diagonals are 8 cm.
and 6 cm. (using ruler and compasses). Measure each side.

Ex 12. Draw a parallelogram ABCD, in which the sides

AB, AD are 6.0 cm. and 0.0 cm., and the diagonal BD ia

9 cm.

[Construct the AABD (Problem 11); then complete the
parallelogram with set squares.]

Froblcm 14

To cotutrwt a quadrilateral ABCD, having the angle at A equal
to a given angle P, and the tides of given lengths. (For instance

:

^B - 8 cm., BC = 5 cm., CD - 6 cm., DA - 1 cm.)

Conatruction. Construct an angle at A equal to the given
angle P ; and from its arms cut oB AB equal to 8 cm., and AD
equal to 7 cm.
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With centre D, and radius 6 cm., draw an arc.

With centre B, and radius 5 em., cut the first arc at C.

join BC, DC.

Then ABCD is the required quadrilateral.

Note. If the L il is given in degrea, it must be made with the pro-

Ex. 13. Draw quadrilaterals from the rough plans given

below ; the dimensions are to be in centimetres.

A 7-5 B A

[In the right-hand figure first construct the AABD (Problem

11), then proceed as above.]

Ex. 14. In a quadrilateral ABCD,
AB = S.5", BC = 3.0", CD = 2.5', DA = %0'.

Shew that the shape of the figure is not fixed by these data.

Draw the quadrilateral from the above dimensions, when
(i) ^ = 60°; (ii) ^ = 90°.

How many things must be given in order to fix the size and
shape of a quadrilateral ?

Ex. 15. In surveying a quadrilateral field ABCD, I go from

A to B due East, and find that AB = 50 metres ; from B to C
North-East, and BC = 60 metres ; from C to D due West, and
CD = 135 metres.

Plot the field (scale 10 metres to 1 cm.). Measure DA on
your plan : what is the real length of this side ? How does D
bear from A ? (See p. 49.) Shew by any test you Uke that the

sides AB, CD are parallel.

A quadrilateral that has one pair

parallel sides is called a trapezium. "L
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Ex. 16. Draw a parallelogram whose diagonals are 8 cm
and 6 cm. in length, and intersect one another at an angle of 54°
Find by measurement the length of the perimeter.

.^ Ex. 17. I want a plan of a quadrilateral
field ABCD, and I have with me no means
of measuring angles.

I therefore measure the following lengths

:

il5 = 350 yards, ^C = 300 yards, iC = 200 yards

;

AD = 230 yards, BD = 350 'yards.'

Plot the field from these dimensions, and measure the side
CD,

[First construct the AABC (Problem 1]), scale 100 vardsto
1 in.

;
then construct the AABD. Finally join CD.]

'

Ex. 18. Draw a good sized quadrilateral ABCD of any
shape

;
and make an exact copy of it by each of the foUowine

constructions

:

P O
Draw PQ equal to AB.

(i) Make the ^ P equal to the ^ ^ (with your protractor.
If this IS allowed

; otherwise by construction). Cut oS PS
equal to AD.

Make the ^ PQR equal to the ^ 5 ; and cut off QR equal
to BC,

Join SR.

(ii) With centre P, and radius equal to AD, draw an arc.
With centre Q, and radius equal to BD, cut the first arc at S.
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With centre P, and radius equal to AC, draw an arc.

With centre Q, and radius equal to BC, cut the last arc at R.

Join SR.

Note. A figure of five, or more, sides may be reproduced by similar

oonstructionB.

Ex. 19. Draw the patterns shewn below

:

eif.i. Fi».»

Fig. 1. First draw the larger square from diagonals of 3'.

Fig. 2. First draw the square from diagonals of 2'
; then

the small circles ; finally the outside circle.

Ex. 20. Construct a square on a diagonal 3.0*, and measure

the length of each side. Obtain an average of your results.

^^ Ex. 21. Draw a parallelogram ABCD, having given that

one side AB = 5.5 cm., and the diagonals AC, BD are 8 cm.

and 6 cm. respectively. Measure AD.

Ex. 22. Draw the quadrilateral ABCD. in which AB = 3',

BC = 4'. CD = 3.7", DA = 3.2" and the diagonal BD = 3.9".

— Measure the angles A and C.

Ex. 23. Draw the plan of a quadrilateral field ABCD,
in which ^5 = 350 yds., BC = 270 yds., CZ) = 210 yds.,

DA = 400 yds. and angle ABC" 80°. Measure AC and BD.
[Scale 100 yds. - 1 iuch.J
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Ex. 24. Draw the quadrilateral PQRS in which the
diagonal QS is 10 cm., angle PQS = 38°, angle PSQ = 75°
angle RQS = 47° and RQ = 7.2 cm. Measure PQ and z PSR.

Ex. 25. Draw a rhombus with sides 2.3' and one diagonal
1.7'. Measure the other diagonal and the angle between the
diagonals. Is this angle the same for every rhombus ? [Ex 6
p. 80.] '



CHAPTER XII

AREiVS

In the squared papei used in this Chapter the horizontal

linos are one-tenth of an inch apart, and the perpendicular Hues

are also one-tenth of an inch apart ; so that the whole surface

of the paper is divided into little squares, each on a side of

one-tenth of an inch.

The figure ABCD is a rectangle whose length AB is 1.6',

and whose breadth AD is 0.8"
; so that tie length and breadth

contain respectively 15 and 8 tenths of an inch.

~ ~ ~r ~ r ~ ~

"

~ ' " — "

:» (J

1

1

Now let us reckon the number of squares that fall within

this rectangle.

These squares lie in rows parallel to AB. How many squares

are there in each row ? How many rows are there ? How
many squares then are there altogether in the rectangle ?

Again the squares stand in columns parallel to AD. How
many squares are there in each column i How many columns }

How many squares altogethei i
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The total number of squares within the rectangle gives you
an idea of the area, that is to say, the amount of gpace enclosed
within its boundaries.

Ex. 1. Draw on squared paper a rectangle whose length
is 2.0", or 20 tenths of an inch, and whose breadth is 0.9", or
9 lenlhs.

Count the number of squares in each row, and the number of
rows. How many squares are there in the rectangle ?

Check your answer by counting the number of squares in each
column, and the number of colunms.

Ex. 2. Draw the following rectangles on squared paper, and
find their areas (measured in squares on one-tenth of an inch) ;

(i) Length = 2.0", breadth = 1.0'
;

(ii) Length = 1.5", breadth = 1.2'
;

(iii) Length = 2.5', breadth = 0.8*
;

(iv) Length = 1.6', breadth = 0.5".

State a rule by which you can find the number of squares in

each rectangle without counting them all.

Ex. 3. Draw on squared paper a rectangle of length 1.2",

making the breadth such that the rectangle will contain 84 ruled

squares.

Ex. 4. Consider the figures given on the aext page. Which
do you think contains the greatest area ? Which the least ?

Now count the squares in each figure, and see if your guess is

correct.

[In several of these figures the outlines run through some of the

squares. In such cases

portions of a square which seem to be one-half should be
counted as half-squares ;

portions which seem greater than one-half should be counted
as whole squares

;

portions which seem less than one-hali should be omitted.
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This is, of course, a somewhat rough and ready way oi

counting, and results so obtained cannot be expected to be

quite correct ; but they will be near enough for our present

purpose.]
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From these examples you see that figures may differ com-
pletely in shape, and yet contain the same amount of space within

their boundaries.

The amount of space contained in a
square drawn on a aide one inch in length

is called a square Inch.

Again a square centimetre is the area of a
square drawn on a side of one centimetre.

Sq.
cm.

The terms square yard, square foot, square metre have
similar meanings.

We measure the area of a figure by noting how many square
inches, or square ceutimotres, or other such units of area it

contains.

Note. You will clearly nndorstRnd that a figure containing an area
of 1 tquare inck is not itself necessarily square ; it may be triangular, or
circular, or of any other shape, provided that its boundaries enclose exactly
as much space as that contained within a square on a side of 1 inch.

(Areas of squares and rectangles)

Ex. 5. Draw on squared paper a square on a aide of 1 inch.

How many squares does it contain, each on a aide of onetenlh of

an inch i

Ex. 6. Draw two straight lines, one double the length of the
other ; and on each draw a square. How many times does the
greater square contain the leas ' Draw lines in the greater

square to illustrate youi answer.
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Ex. 7. Draw on squared paper a rectangle 1.6' long by 1.0'

wide.

(i) If you treble the length, without altering the width,

how many times do you multiply the area ?

(ii) If you treble both length and breadth, how many times

do you multiply the area ?

(iii) If you treble the length, and double the breadth, how
many times do you multiply the area ?

In each case draw a figure to illustrate your answer.

Ex. 8. Draw a line AB, 3' long. Suppose each inch to

stand for 1 foot, so that the whole line represents 1 yard.

Draw a square on AB : then this square represents 1 square

yard. In the corner of this figure draw a square to represent

1 square foot.

Now shew why 1 square yard = 9 square feet.

Ex. 9. A passage is 20 feet long by 10 feet wide. Draw a
plan of the floor on squared paper (scale 10 feet to . inch).

How is a square foot represented on your plan } Find
the area of the floor in square feet.

Ex. 10. A court-yard is 25 yards long by 15 yards wide.

Draw a plan on squared paper (scale 10 yards to 1 inch).

What area is represented by one of the ruled squares of your
paper ? Find the area of the court-yard.

Ex. 11, Find the area of the rectangles of which the length

and breadth are given below.

The areas are to be got by calculation ; but it will be a useful

exercise to draw a plan on squared paper in each case. Choose
your own scale.

(i) Length = 18 in., breadth = 10 in. ; Ans. in sq. in.

(ii) Lrngth = 25 ft., breadth = 16 ft.
; Ans. in sq. ft.

(iii) Length = 45 metres, breadth = 22 metres ; Ans. in sq. m.
(iv) Length = 2 ft. 1 in., breadth = 8 in. ; Ans. in sq, in.

(t) Length - 6 ft., breadth == 48 in. ; Aas. in sq. ft.
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Ex. 18. The area of a rectangle ii 6 square inrh>>s, an-i

its length is 3 inches. What is its breadth 1 Draw the

rectangl,e.

Ex. 13. Draw a rectangle 5 cm. long, and of sufi^cient

breadth to give the figure an area of 20 sq. cm.

Ex. 14. What is the breadth of a rectangle, if its area is

4 sq. in., and its length is 2)' ? Draw the rectangle on squared

paper, and thus verify your work.

Ex. 15. (f in a plan 1 inch represents 8 feet, what does

1 square inch .'epresent ?

Ex. 16. In the plan of a rectangle 1 ineli stands for

10 feet: what is represented by 1 square inch?

If the length of the plan is 5", and the breadth is 4", what

is the area of the rectangl

Ex. 17. Find the area of a rectangular pavement, of

which a plan, scale 6 feet to 1 in., measures 8' long by 6'

wide.

Ex. 18. In a . rtain map 1' represents 5 miles : what area

b represented by a rectangle 2.5' long by 2.0' wide ?

Ex. 19. If 100 yards of railing are required to fence in a

square paddock, what is its area ?

Ex. 20 The length of a rectangular field is 50 yards : the

total distance round it is 180 yards. What is the breadth 1

Find the area.
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{Area of a parallelogram)

...^.1 £ .^T
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We wish to ..jcertain the area of the parallelogram ABCD,

and in particular to compare it with that of the rectangle

ABEF on the same base AB and of the same height BE.

(i) Count the number of ruled squares in the parallelogram,

as explained on p. 87.

Then measure the length AB and the height BE in tenths of

an inch. Multiply together the number of tenths in the length

and height. The product gives you the number of ruled squares

in the rectangle ABEF.
Do you get the same, or nearly the same, result for the

parallelogram and rectangle ? (Remember that your system

of counting in the first case is not likely to give a quite correct

answer.)

(ii) Make a careful copy of the parallelogram ABCD, and

cut it out from your paper. Next iule the line BE; and,

cutting along it, remove the triangle BEC.
Now place the triangle BEC on the other side of the remain-

ing figure ABED, so that BC fits along AD.
You see that by thus changing the position of the triangle

BEC you have converted the parallelogram into a tecta jle.
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We conclude that i« thi» mne the nren of tho pnrnlli'loKrnni in

equal to that of the rectangle ou the same buso and uf the

laine height.

This we m.ty express by saying, that

the area of a jpnraliehxjmtn = bnit X height.

(For a gencrul and fi>nii.u proof ol this, ree School (Jeomtlry, pp. 104.

10S.}

Ex. 21. ^raw on 9(iimrcd paper any obliipie pn'.illclograin

whose base i. casurcs l.'i. and height 8 tenths of nn inch.

Draw a rectangle of equal area ; and test your work by

counting the number of ruled squares 'i each figure.

Ex. 28. Draw any o'llique pnrnllelogram having a base

of 3.0', and height of 2 '; then draw a rectangle of equal

area.

How many such parallelograms rould be drawn ? How can

we v-iU that they must all have the 8ai"e area ?

Ex. 23. Draw a parallelogram ' iCD, in nhich the

length = 8 cm., the height - cm., ana the zA = 45° (with

protractor).

Cut your figure out, and by dissection convert it into a

rectangle of the anme base and height.

Ex. 24. Rule on your squared paper a rectangle of length

2.5' and breadth 2.0*.

On the same base draw a parallelogram having the same

height as the rectangle, and one angle equal to GO". (Use your

protractor.)

Find the area of each figure.

Ex. 25. Given a square on a side of 6 cm., draw a

parallelogram of equal area on the same base, having au angle

of 7.5°.

What is the area of each figure }
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Ex. 26. On a base of 2.0' draw a rhombus having an angle
of 50°

; and on the same base draw a rectangle of equal area.

.
Measure the breadth of the rectangle, and hence calculate the

area of each figure.

Ex. 27. Give a construction for drawing a parallelogram

ABCD, having two adjacent sides AB, AD equal to 7 cm. and
C cm. respectively, and having a height of 4 cm. Find its

area.

Ex. 28. Draw a parallelogram ABCD, in which AB = 8 cm.,
AD = 6 cm., and the ^ .4 = 72°.

Measure the height of the figure, and hence calculate its area.

(Area of a triangle)

T1
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In the rectangle ABCD we have drawn the diagonal AC, thus
dividing the rectangle into two right-angled triangles.

We have already found (Ex. 6, p. 80) that these triangles

are equal in all respects, so that the area of each is half that
of the rectangle.

This being so, we can find the number of ruled squares in

the triangle ABC by calculating the number in the rectangle

ABCD, and then taking half the result. Test this by counting
the squares in the triangle ABC,
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In the next Figure the triangle ABC is not right-angled

;

but BODE is still the rectangle on the same base BC and of

the same height AF.

Now the AAFBis half the rectangle AFBE ; why I

And the AAFC is half the rectangle AFCD ? why }

Hence if we add these areas together, we see that

the AABC is half the rectangle BCDE.

That is to say,

area of AABC — \ (base BC x height AF).

Ex. 29. Draw on squared paper a right-angled triangle

ABC, making the right angle at B ; and make BC = 3.0',

and BA = 2.0'.

Now complete the rectangle ABCD. What is its area ?

What is the area of the triangle ABC ?

Ex. 30. On your squared paper rule a square on a side of
2.0*. Draw a right-angled triangle of half the area.

Test your work by counting the ruled squares.

Ex. 31. On a base of 8.0 cm. draw a triangle of height

6.0 cm. ; then draw a rectangle of double the area.

What is the area of the triangle in square centimetres ?
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Ex. 32. Draw on squared paper any triangle having a base
of 2.5' and a height of 1.6' ; and rule a rectangle of double
the area.

How many such triangles could be drawn ? How can we
tell that they are all of equal area ?

Ex. 33. Given a rectangle measuring 2.8' by 1.5' (ruh
this on squared paper) : on the longer side as base draw an
isosceles triangle of half the area.

Ex. 34. Rule on squared paper a rectangle ABCD, in

which AB = 3.0', and AD = 1.8'.

On the base AB draw two triangles APB,AQB, each having
half the area of the rectangle : ,

in (i) AP is to be 2.6' in length (by compass construction)

;

in (ii) the ^ QAB ia to be 42° (use protractor).

Ex. 35. One side of a triangular field measures 120 yards,

and the shortest distance between the opposite corner and this

side is 80 yards. Find the area of the field in square yards.

Ex. 36. There are two plots of ground, one triangular and
the other square.

The largest side of the triangular plot is 96 metres, and the
perpendicular on it from the opposite corner is 27 metres.

Each side of the square plot measures 36 metres.

Which plot has the larger area ?

Ex. 37. Draw an equilateral triangle ABC on a base of

2.0'.

Drop a perpendicular AD from the vertex A on the base BG,
Measure AD as accurately as you can.

Now find approximately the area of the triangle in square
inches.

Ex. 38. Construct a triangle ABC, having given o = 8 cm.,

6—7 cm., c= 6 cm.

Draw and measure the perpendicular from A on BC, and
hence calculate the approximate area of the triangle.
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Ex. 89. Draw a triangle ABO bom the following data

:

a = 7.2 cm., B - 68°, - 64°.

Draw and measure the perpendicular from A on BC, and
hence reckon the approximate area of the triangle.

Ex. 40. (i) Find the area of a field in the form of a
quadrilateral ABCD, in which the sides are 4B=130 yds.,

BC— 220 yds., CD— 310 yds., DA — 350 yds. , and the

diagonal BD is 370 yds.

• Solution. (Scale 100 yds. - 1 inch.)

From A and C draw perpendiculars to DB (with set square).
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Measure C£ and AP. CE~1.84", AP—1.23".

Area of A BCD— (3.7X1.84xy2) gq. ins.—3.404 sq.ins.

Area of A B4C—(3.7Xl.23Xi/2) " "—2,2755" "

Adding we get the area of the quadrilateral ABCD
to be 5.6795 sq. ins.

Now 1 sq. inch represents (100X100) sq. yds.

Therefore the area of the quadrilateral ABCD
— (5.6795X10000) sq. yds.—56795 sq. yds.

(ii) Draw an oblique parallelogram, a rectangle, and a

triangle, all on the same base and of the same height.

How can you shew from ths figure that the area of the

triangle is half that of the parallelogram %

(iii) Draw any triangle ABC (not isosceles) on a given

base BC. Bisect the base at X, and join AX.
How can you tell that the two triangles ABX, ACX, though

of different shape, have the same area }

Ez. 41. Find the area of a quadrilateral EFOH, in which

EF = 130 yds., FO = 120 yds., GH ~ 220 yds., HE - 150 yds.,

and the diagonal EQ — 210 yds. (Scale 2 yds. — 1 mm.)

Ex. 42. Find the area of a quadrilateral PQRS, in which

PQ - 12.8 cm., QS = 13.4 cm., SP = 6.4 cm., SR = 8.8 cm. and

zJJSg=!63°.

Ex. 43. Find th<rarea of a field in the form of a quadri-

lateral, in which the sides are AB 300 yds., BC 330 yds.. CD
180 yds., DA 280 yds. and the dia^^nal AC is 400 yds. [State

the scale used.]
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MISCELLANEOtrS CpiffiTRyCTIONS. CIRCLEa
REGULAR POLYGONS

Pboblsh 15

Given the circumference of a circle, to find its centre.

Ooastmotlon. Draw any chord AB.
Bisect AB at right angles (Frob. 7, p. 52) by • line whit

outs the circumference at X and Y.

Bisect XYatO. Then is the centre.

{Verifiealim)

In Ex. 6, p. 83, you fonnd aeveral pointe vhom distances from two
given points A and B were equal ; and on oomparisoo, it appeared that
all such pointa lay on a certain line : what line I

Now the centre is a point whose distances from A and B are equal

;

o the centre lies on that same line. Thus we have been able to draw a
diameter ir ; and by bisecting this, to find the oentra,

1—»
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(The Angh in a 8emi-oireh)

Draw a good sized semi-circle, a»y of radius 6 cm., and call

its diameter AB. On the semi-circumference take three or

four points P,Q, R, ....; and join each of them to A and B.

Now measure the angles AP^, AQB, ABB ; and enter the

results in your figure.

Repeat this experiment with another semi-cirde of any wze
you please, and again record your results.

Ton have now, no doubt, found in the instances yon have
examined, that if you join a point on the semi-circumference

to the ends of the diameter, the angle so formed is a right angk.

This result we express by saying that the angk in a lemi-

eirck is a right an^.
Several important constructions follow from this property

of a semi-circ!-:.

Ex. 1. Draw a Oraight line perpendicular lo a given Hraight

line AB/rom agiven pointX outeide it,X bkino nbably opfositb

ONX END OF AB.
[In this case the construction of Problem 10, p. 58, is incon-

venient, and in its place we may use the following.]

Construction. Take any point D in X
AB. 3o\nDX; and bisect DX at C.

On DX draw a seiui-ciiole to cot
AB at 0.

Join XO, and exj^in why it ii r-Ri

perpendicular to AB. ^-
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(Tangents to a Circle)

With any point m centre, and a radius of 4 cm., draw a
circle. Draw a radius, and produce it to X.

In OX take points at distances of 2 cm., 3 cm., i cm., 6 cm.,
and 6 cm. from 0,

Tltrough these points draw lines with your set squares per-
pendicular to OX.

Notice if, and how, these perpendiculars meet the circum-
ference.

If the distance of the perpendicular from the centre is leu
than the radiut, in how many points does the perpendicular
meet the circle ! If greater, in how many points ? Ifeq'Nlto
the radius, in how many points t

From this and similar experiments you may leam tnat a
Une drawn perpendicular to a radius through its extremity
meets the circumference at one point only. Such a line is said
to touch the circle at that point, and is called a tangent.

Observe that only one tangent can be drawn to a circle at a
given point on its circumference. Why so !

Ex. 2. In a circle of radius 1.8' draw a diameter AB. Tli,>n
with your set squares draw tangents at A and B, and shew ttiaj
these are parallel.

Ex. 8. Draw a straight line AB and take a point A in it.

If a curcle touches AB at X, on what line must its centre lie }
Draw two circles of radios 3,0 cm. to touch AB on opposite

sides at the point X.
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Ex. 4i Dnw two concentrio oirclM of ndii 6.0 cm. and

0.6 cm. Dnw • chord of th« larger drole to touch the smaller,

and measure its lengtL

Pboblih is

To draw a pair rf tangenti (o a eirck ftom a given point T

outtid* it.

Constmotlon. Join T to the centre of the pven circle,

and bisect TO.

On TO as diameter draw a circle cutting the given circle at

P and Q.

Draw TP and TQ, which are the required tangents.

{Vtrifeation)

Draw the radius OP. Then if the L OPT ia a right angle, PT Ja a

tangent. Now the L OPT ia an angle in a aemi-oiiole, and therefore a

right angle.

Kx. 6. Draw a circle of radius 1.6', and from a point 2.6'

distant from the centre draw a pair of tangents to the circle.

Measure the lengths of the tangents, and note that they are

equal.

Ex. 6. Draw a circle of radius 4.0 cm. Take any two

points P and Q, each at a distance of 10.4 cm. from the centre.

From P and Q draw pairs of tangents to the circle.

Shew by measurement that all four tangents are equal.
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Ex. 7. Take two points A and B, 3 cm. apart. With A
and B as centres, and a radius of 3 cm., draw circles. Produce
AB both ways to cut the flrat circle at X and the other
atr.

From X draw a pair of tangents to the circle whose centre
if£.

From r draw a pair of tangents to the circle whose centre

'uA.

What sort of quadrilateral is the figure so formed I

A figure bounded by more than four sides is called a
polygon. It is said to be regular if all its sides are equal, and
all its angles are equal.

The most important regular polygons are these

:

A pentagon, which has five sides ; a hexagon, tix sides

;

an ootagon, eight sides ; a decagon, ten sides.

Octacoa OCOKOD
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Ex. S. Wh«t lukme luw hteu given to • regukr figure

of three eidee 1 What name to • reguUr figure of fmir

udee t

Let at eonaider • regular pentagon

ABCDB inacribed in a circle.

Join the centre to each vertex.

How many degreea are there in each

of the angles AOB, BOO, COD, DOS,

EOA\
The angle AOB ia called the oantral

n^ of the polygon.

Ex. 9. How many degrees Are there in the central angle of

(i) an equilateral trian^e, (ii) a square, (iii) a regular hexagon,

(iv) a regular octagon, (v) a regular decagon 1

Which of these angles have you learnt to construct with

rnler and compasses only t

It is now evident that to inscribe in a given circle a regular

polygon of a given number of sides, we must first draw its

MiKroI an^Ie AOB. This fixes the length of the side, or chord,

AB, which may then be stepped ofi round the circumference

the required number of times.

Ex. 10. Draw a circle of radius 4.0 em., and inscribe in it

an equilateral triangle (with ruler and compasses).

Ex, 11. In a circle of radius 4.6 cm. inscribe a square

(with ruler and compasses).

Ex. 12. Inscribe a regular pentagon in a circle of diameter

S.6' (with protractor). Measure any two of its angles.

Ex. 13. Inscribe a regular hexagon in a circle of radius

1.6' (with ruler and compasses). Measure any two of its

angles.
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Join eaoh vertex to the centre, and ihew hy meMnrementi

or reMoning th«t the heugon ooniiata of lix equUaleral Iri-

011^.

Ex. 14. In • circle of diameter 8 cm. inicribe • regular

octagon, using your protractor.

Repeat this exercise, using ruler and compasses only.

Ex. IS. Draw a square on a side of 7.0 cm. ^witb pro-

tractor) ; and find its central point with your ruler.

Draw a circle to pass through all the vertices of the

square.

Draw a second circle within the square to touch each of

its sides.

Ex. 16. How would yon find the central point of an equi-

lateral triangle with ruler and compasses ?

Draw an equilateral triangle on a side of 3.0*, and circum-

scribe a circle about it.

Ex.17. Draw a circle of radius 1.5*: then draw » <quare

about it, so that each side touches the circle. What is the

length of each side ?

Ex. 18. On a tide AB, 4 cm. in length, draw a regular

hexagon.

We have seen (Ex. 13) that a regular

hexagon is built up of six equilateral tri-

angles, and that its central angle is 60°.

This suggests the following construction

:

Oonatruotion. Find the vertex of an

equilateral triangle AOB, standing on the

base AB.
With centre and radius OA draw a circle. Then step off

chords, each equal to AB, round the circumference.

»-«
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Ex. 19. On a lide AS, 3 cm. m Ungth, draw a ngular
oetagon.

The central angle of a regular octagon

if 46° : on thia the following oonatruction

ia baaed.

Oonatrnotion. Biaect AB at right

•nglea hj the line PQ, catting AB
at X.

Ttom XP cut off XO equal to XA.
From CP cut off CO equal to C/1.

With centre O, and radius 0^, draw
• circle : then itep off chords eac^ equal

to AB round the circumference.

{VtrfllcaUoH)

Join OA, OB. We wut to m* wbjr the oonstmotion mskn the L AOB
•qiialto45°. Join .4C. •

How many degren ue tliere in tlie e. ACX, and why I

How many degrees in tlie i. COA, and wliy T

Mow deduoe tlie numlier of degrees in the t. AOB,

Ex. 80. Shew how to cut off the comera of a r^uare so as

to obtain from it a regular octagon.



CHAPTER XIV

THE FORM OF SOME SOUD FIGURES

(Rectangular Block*)

^7
The solid whose shape you are orobi-Uy most familiar with

is that represented by a brick or slab of hewn stone. This

solid is called a rectaiiKnl«r block or onboid. Let us examine

its form more closely.

How many faces has itf How many edges t How many

corners, or verticesf ,

The faces are quadrilaterals: of what shape

t

Compare two opposite faces. Are they equal t Ai-e they

parallel t

We may now sum up our observations thus;-

A cuboid has six faces; opposite faces beintr equal rect-

angles in parallel planes. It has twelve edges, which fall into

three groups, corrcspondiufj to the length, the breadth, and

the height of the block. The four edges in each group are

107
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equal and paraUel, and perpendicular to the two faces which

they cut.

The length, breadth, and height of a rectangular block are

called its three dimeniiont.

Ex. 1. If two dimensions of a rectangular block are equal,

say, the breadth AC and the height AD, two faces take a

particular shape. Which faces 1 What shape t

Ex. 2. If the length, breadth, and height of a rectangular

block are all equal, what shapes do the faces taket

1

^^ H^
/w /
K B

* A rectangular block whose length, breadth, and height

are all equal is called a cube. Its surface consists of six equal

s(|uares.

We will now see how models of these solids may be con-

structed, beginning with the cube, as being the simpler figure.

Suppose the surface of the cube to be cut along the upright

edges, and also along the edge HG; and suppose the faces to

be unfolded and flattened out on the plane of the base. The
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mirface would then be represented by a figure congUting ot

lix squarea arranged ai below.

»r r

D H

This figure ia called the net of the cube; it is here drawn

on half the scale of the cube shown in outline above.

To make a model of a cube, draw its net on cardboard.

Cut out the net along the outside lines, and cut partly through

along the dotted lines. Fold the faces over till the edges come

together; then fix the edges in position by strips of gummed
paper.

Ex. 3. Make a model of a cub« <«di of whose edges is

6.0 cm.

Ex. 4. Make a model of a rectangular block, whose length

ia 4', breadth 3", height 2*.

First draw the net which will consist of six rectangles

arranged as below, and having the dimensions marked in the

cliagram.

, a

y T-H—-V-— a"

: ^
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Now cut the net out, fold the faces along the dotted

lines, and secure the edges with gummed paper, as already

explained.

(Prisms)

Let us now consider a solid whose side-faces (as in a rect-

angular block) are rectangles, but whose ends (i.e. base and

top), though equal and parallel, are not necessarily rect-

angles. Such a solid is called a prism.

The ends of a prism may be any congruent figures
:
these

may be triangles, quadrilaterals, or polygons of any number

of sides. The diagram represents two prisms, one on a

triangular base, the other on a pentagonal base.

Ex. 5. Draw the net of a triangular prism, whose ends

are equilateral triangles on sides of 5 cm., and whose side-

edges measure 7 cm.

(Pyramids)
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The solid represented in this diagram is called a pyiunid.

The base of a pyramid (as of a prism) may have any

number of sides, but the side-faces must be triangles whose

vertices are at the same point.

The particular pyramid shewn in the Figure stands on a

square base ABCD, and its side-edges SA, SB, 8C, 8D are

all equal. In this case the side faces are equal isosceles

triangles ; and the pyramid is said to be right, for if the base

is placed on a level table, then the vertex lies in an upright

line through the mid-point of the base.

Ex. 6. Make a model of a right pyramid standing on a

square base. Each edge of the base is to measure 3", and

each side-edge of the pyramid is to be 4".

To make the necessary net, draw a square on a side of 3".

This will form the base of the pyramid. Then on the sides of

this square draw isosceles triangles making the equal sides in

each triangle 4* long.

Explain why the process of folding about the dotted lines

brings the four vertices together.
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0/ the base.
""^^ '"'8«' »•* eq al to the edge.

ru.L '

wmtciL rXe'r *

mTttl""'"';?' »' ^^- '"- that

^Tfaces that wm encira Ja^e?
"""* """""" »* ''"^«'

n^L
»ia t
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The solid figure here represented is called a cylinder.

On examining the model of which the last diagram is a
drawing, you will notice that the two ends are plane, circular,

equal, and parallel.

The side-surface is curved, but not curved in every
direction

; for it is evidently possible in one direction to rule
straight lines on the surface : in what direction

»

Let us take a rectangle ABCD (see Fig. 2), and suppose
it to rotate about one side AB as a fixed axis.

What will BC and AD trace out, as they revolve about
ABt

Observe that CD will move so as always to be parallel to

the axis AB, and to pass round the curve traced out by D.
As CD moves, it will generate (that is to say, trace out) a
surface. "What sort of surface!

We now see why in one direction, namely parallel to the
axis AB, it is possible to rale straight lines on the curved
surface of a cylinder.

It is easy to find a plane surface to represent the curved
surface of a cylinder.

Cut a rectangular strip of paper, making the width PQ
equal to the height of the cylinder. Wrap the paper round
the cylinder, and carefully mark off the length PS that will

make the paper go exactly once round. Cut off all that

overlaps; and then unwrap the covering strip. You have
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now a rectangle representing the curved surface of the

cylinder, and having the same area.

(Cones)

naL

We have now to examine the model of a cone, of which a

drawing is given above.

Its surface consists of two parts; first a plane circular

base, then a curved surface which tapers from the circum-

ference of the base to a point above it called the vertex. Thus

the form of a cone suggests a pyramid standing on a circular

instead of a rectilineal base.

Let us take a triangle ABC right-angled at B (Pig. 2),

and suppose it to rotate about one side AB as a fixed axis.

What will BC trace out as the triangle revolves? Notice that

AC will always pass through the fixed point A. and move

round the curve traced out by C. As AC moves, it will

generate a surface. What sort of surface!
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We now Bee tl'st the kind of cone repremnted in the
diagram is a solii generated by the revolution of a right-

angled triangle about one side containing the right angle.

Ex. 9. Why must the ti ABC, rotating about AB, be
right-angled at B, in order to generate a cone t

What would be generated by the revolution of an o&tuM-
angled triangle about one side forming the obtuse angle T

Ex. 10. What would be generated by an oblique parallelo-

gram revolving about one sidet

The curved surface of a cone may be represented by a
plane figure thus:

Taking the slant-height AC of the cone as radius, draw a

circle. Cut it out from your paper; call its centre A; and
cut it along any radius AC. If you now place the centre of

the circular paper at the vertex of the cone, you will find that

you can wrap the paper roiuid the cone without fold or crease.

Mi>"k off from the circumference of your paper the length

CD that w'U go exactly once round the base of vne cone ; then

cut through the radius AD. We hav6 now a plane figure

ACD (called a sector of a circle) which represents the curved

surface of the cone, and has the same area.
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(Spheres)

The laat loUd we have to consider ii the tphen, whoM
hspe ii that of a globe or billiard ball.

We ihall realise its form more definitely, if wn imagine a

semi-circle ACB (Fig. 2) to rotate fh • t its diameter as a

fixed axis. Then, as the semi-circumference revolves,^ it

generates the surface of a sphere.

Now since all points on the semi-circumference are in all

positions at a constant distance from its centre 0, we se<9 Cat

all points on the surface of a sphere are at a constant distance

froih a fixed point within it, namely, the centre. This constant

distance is the radius of the sphere. Thus all straight lines

through the centre terminated both ways by the surface arc

equal : such lines are diameters.

Ex. 11. We have seen that on the curved surfaces of a

cylinder and cone it is possible (in certain ways only) to rule

straight lines. Is there any direction in which we can rule a

straight line on the surface of a sphere f

Ex. 18. Again we have cut out a plane figure that could

be wrapped round the curved surface of a cylinder without

folding, creasing, or stretching. The same has been done for
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the curved mrface of a cone. Can a flat piece of paper be

wrapped about a sphere so aa to fit all over the surface with-

out creasing T

Ex. 13. Suppose you were to cut a sphere straight

through the centre into two parts, in such a way that the new
surface* (made by cutting) are plane, these parts would be
in every way alilce. The parts into which a sphere is divided

by a plane central uction are called hemispheres. Of what
shape is the line in which the plane surface ir jets the curved
surface t If the section were p2<in« but not central, can you
tell what the meeting line of the two surfaces would be t

Ex. 14. If a cylinder were cut by a plane parallel to the

base, of what shape would the new rim bef

Ex. IS, If a cone were cut by a plane parallel to the

baae, what would be the form of the section!



CHAPTER XV
msCELLANBCUS EXAMPLES

Ex. 1. There are three towns A, B, and 0. Th« distance
between B and C is 10 miles, between C and il is 7 miles, and
between A and B is 6 mile*. Draw a map of their positions.

[Scale 2 miles to an inch.]

Ex. 8. Divide a line 10.4 ctai. long into four equal parts.

Ex. 3. Hake a triangle with sides 12 cm. and 6 cm., and
Measure its greatest angle. What shaped

a triangle ABC ; given BC - 8.5 cm.,

Bisect the side BO in D; join and measure

included angle 60°.

triangle is it I

Ex. 4. Draw
B-73», C-60°.
AD.

Ex. 6. On a base £C 3.8' long draw a triangle .<1£C making
2: B - 72° and Z C = 88°. Bisect the sltleg AB, AC at D and
B. Join and measure DB.

Ex. 6. A ladder, whose foot is 9 ft. from the bottom of a
wall, just reaches a window 40' above the ground. How long
is the ladder ? [Scale 10 ft. to the inch.]

Ex. 7. The large hand of a clock is 2.3' long and the small
hand 1.9*. Find the distances apart of their extremities at
the following times : (i) 3 o'clock, (ii) 2 o'clock, (iii) 7 o'clock.

Ex. 8. An upright pole 13 metres high casts a shadow
19 metres long. How far from the top of the pole is the
extremity of the shadow t [Represent 2 m. by 1 cm.]
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Ex. 0. Two coastguard! A and B (1000 yardi apart) on •
•traight sea wall otxerve the position of a shipS by measurina
the angles SAB 43° and SBA 63°. Find the dUtance of the
•hip from each man. State the scale you use.

Ex. 10. Constroct a triangle ABC in which a - 10 cm.,
6 - y cm., and c - 6 cm. Draw the bisector of the angle BAG
and let jt cut the base BC in jD. Measure BD and CD.

Ex. 11. Draw an angle of 43° and bisect it. At a point
on the buwctor, 2.8* from the vertex, draw perpendiculars to
the two arms of the angle. Measure and compare the lengths
of the perpendiculars.

Ex. 12. Draw an isosceles triangle with base 2* and peri-
meter 8' Measure the base angles. [The perimeter is the
•um of the sides of a figure.]

Ex. 13. Draw an isosceles triangle with base 4.2' and
vertical angle 120°.

Ex. 14. Draw a right-angled isosceles triangle on a base 4'.

o
..^'« * ^'"'' ' ''""°'"" "ith »d«» 3.2' and one diagonal

a.4
. Measure the other diagonal and the angle between the

diagonals.

Ex.16. Construct a rhombus -Tith diagonals 4.1' and 3 2*
Measure the side of the rhombus and the obtuse angles.

Ex. 17. Draw a square with diagonal 3*.

Ex. 18. Draw a triangle with sides 3i', 4', 4}' and bisect
all three sides at right cngles. Note that the three bisectors
meet m a point. Measure the distance of this point from the
three vertices of the triangle.

Jeacribe a circle about the triangle.
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Ex. 19. A mtn hM • triauguUr field with lidet 370 ytrdi,

300 yard* and 260 yardi. In it he wiihet to plant • tree which
shall be at equal diatancet from the cornen of the field. Draw
a diagram to ihew where he thould plant it. How far ia it

from the comers t [Scale 100 yards to the inch.]

Ex. 20. Two houses A and B are 3 miles apart and • road
runs BO that every point on it is equidistant from the houses.

Draw a diagram of the road and the positions of the houses.

[Scale r to the mile.]

Ex. 21. Two upright poles, 12 ft. and 9 ft. 8 ins. high,

are erected on level ground and their feet are 6 feet apart. How
far apart are their topa t

Ex. 22. A twelve-metre ladder leans against a verdcal
wall with its fout 2} metres from the bottom of the wall. To
what height does it reach t

Ex. 23. A donkey is tethered by a rope 8 m. in length to
a stake which ia 6 m. from a long straight hedge. Draw a
diagram to shew how much of the hedge the donkey can nibble.

Ex. £4. Draw a diagra-*! of two bicycle wheels (diameters
28* and 20') having their points of contact with a level road
33' apart. How far apart are the tops of the wheels ? [Lines
to be drawn ^ of actual size.]

Ex. 25. ABC is a triangle in which e - 4.3', A - 36°,

and 6 = 2.7'. From C draw CD perpendicular to AB. Measure
and write down the lengths of CD and AD.

Ex. 26. Two men at the ends A and £ of a straight sea

wall 550 yards long find the position ol a ship by measuring
the angles SAB = 46° and SBA - 58°. How far is the ship

from the sea wall t
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Bx. 87. Draw any obtuM-angled triangle. ProduM th*

ibort« ndM. From eaoh angular point draw a perpendionUi
to th« oppMit. Mde. When the perpendicular! are produced

tbey paM through a point I

Ex. 88. Draw a diagram of a wheel with 9 ipokea.

Ex. 89. Draw an angle ACD B7». Hake AC 2.7'.

A^A '^'" ^* P"*"*' *° ^^- B««<=t the angle. BAO
».ndDCA by .traight linei meeting at K. Meaaure the angle

Ex. 30. Draw a triangle with sides 1.7', 2 1' and 1 4'
and through each angular point draw a straight line paraUel
to the opposite side.

*^

Measure the sides of the triangle so formed.

* *f
* '*'

n ?°
"** " *"" eoMtract a rectangle equal in area

to the parallelogram ABCD in which AB - 2'. ^D - 3 6' uid
«glefi^Z)-35". What ,ti.e area of the parallelogram!

Ex. 38. Calculate the areas of the following triangles

:

(i) Sides 12.6 cm., 12 cm. and 9.B cm.

(ii) Sides 4.1', 3.8' and contained angle 70».

(iii) Base 6* and base angles 43° and 76°.

Ex. 83. Draw the following quadrilaterals, and calculate
their areas by dividing each of them into two triangles

:

(i) ABCD in which AB = 2.8', BC-Z' CD-Si-DA - 2.4', and the diagonal BD = i'.

'
' '

(ii) PQRS in which PQ = 3.2'. QS ~ 3 35' ;.^ - i «•
SB - 2.2', and ^ RSQ - 63°.

' ^'^ '

Ex. 34. A wire is stretched across a road 32 feet wide,between the tops of two pole. 12 ft. and 27 ft high : find the
length of the wire.
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Ex. 35. Divide a line AH 5.6' into 7 equal parts ; lettei

the points B, C, D, etc. Which of these points divides the line

in the ratio of 6 to 2 }

Ex. 36. Divide a line 4.7' long in the ratio 2 to 3.

Measure the shorter part in mm.

Ex. 37. A triangular park ABC has sides AB 310 yards,

BC 420 yards, and CA 270 yards. In it a house H is situated

exactly 220 yds. from each of the lodges B and C. How far is it

from the lodge A 1

Ex. 38. A man walks 6 miles in a straight line, then turns

to the right 43° and walks 4 miles straight on. He then turns

again to the right 74° and walks on 3 miles. How far is he now

from his starting-pomt ?

Ex. 39. A man walks 8 miles due E., then 2 miles N.W.,

and lastly 2 miles N. Draw a diagram of his journey [scale 2

miles to the inch]. How far is he finally from his starting-point ?

Ex. 40. Draw a straight line AB 10 cm. long. Find a

point 7 cm. from A and 5 cm. from B. Through this point

draw a line perpendicular to AB and measure it.

Ex. 41. ABC is a triangle in which a = 3.5', ^ C - 61°,

^ B = 46°. Measure AB.

Ex. 42. Draw a straight line 8 cm. long ; at its extremities

on both sides of it make angles 45°. What is the shape of the

resulting quadrilateral ?

Ex. 43. Construct the triangle ABC having a = 2.8',

6 = 3.1', c = 4.2'. Let the lines which bisect the sides BC and

AC at right angles meet at S. With centr(> S and radius SO

describe a circle. What is the length of SV ?

Ex. 44. Draw an isosceles triangle with base 3'

altitude 1.9'. Measure the equal sides.

and
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Ex. 46. .4 man standing at a point A 350 yards from the
foot of r tower BC finds the angle BAC to be 27°. Find the
height o th« tower.

Ex. 46. \ ibombus has sides 2.5' and one angle 75°. Find
its area.

Ex. 47. Construct a square, side 2.9', and describe a circle

to pass through its angular points.

Ex. 48. Make a rectangle whose diagonal is 4' and one of
whose sides is 3'. Calculate its area in square inches.

Ex. 49. On a map 300 miles is represented by 3.75*. Draw
a scale for the map shewing 400 miles, and divide it to read
distances of 10 miles.

Ex. 60. Using the scale of the previous question draw a
map of the State of Colorado, which is a rectangle measuring
380 miles E. and W., and 280 miles N. and S.

Ex. 61. A triangular park ABC with sides 4200 yards,
3700 yards and 3100 yards is bounded by three roads ; and in it

a house is situated at the same distance from each road. Draw
a diagram to shew the position of the house, and find how far it

is from each road.
'

Ex. 62. The legs of a pair of compasses are 3.2* long.
I open them to an angle of 45°. What is the distance between
the compass points i

Ex. 63. When the sun is 42° above the horizon, a vertical
pole casts a shadow 30 ft. long. Represent this on a diagram
(scale 1' to 10 feet) ; and find by measurement the height of
the pole.





ANSWERS

n. MEASUREMENT OP STRAIGHT LINES

J- ]Z'
'•'^- ^ *•««»•' Slo-"-

S. 1.8-; 1.3'; 3.1'. 4. 8.6 om.; 4.8 om.; 3.7 cm.
8. S.©*; 1.2-; 1.1', 0.7*. a 14.6mm.
•• "'•

14. 2.54 cm.
W. 400m.; 860m.; 80m. 20. 64mi; 4.3'.
31. 22 mL ; 11 mL i 20 mi 22. B mi
23. 36ft. -M. 29ft. 26 17ft.
26. 2imilea. 27. Similes. 28. fiO.Sm.

in. STRAIGHT LINES CONTINUED
1. 2.S4cm.

4. ^B=1.3'=3.3om.( CZ)=2.2'=6.« om. } *l"=0.8'-20om.-
efl=3'=7.60m.

8. 2.83* i 2.12*; 1.41'; 0.70*.

IV. CIRCLES

18. i" « 2.5' from il and from B; 018 2' from il and from a
14. Two; one on each aide of .^£. IB. Xwo.
'*• ^o- 81 About 2.1'.

V. ANGLES
7. 90", 180°, 270°, 360°.

& SO'. 160°, 216°; 8min., 17min.. IJmin.
'• *''• W- «0°i 120°; 90°; 90';4S°;46*,
"• '•*'• 12. 46°, 90°, 138°, 180°.U SO', 60°, 90°, 120°, 160°. 180°; 60°, 60°.

«4. (i)116°; (u)40»; (iii) 27°. 30. (i) 183°; (ii) 7«>.
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VII. DIRECTION.

19. 390 yda.1& 7.8 km.

22. About 30} ml N. 25°W.
25. 3.33 ml 28. 4.64 mL

FARALLEI3

20. g.Skm.

23. .40 yds.

2& 20.45 mi.

aa 388 yds.

1. om.

7. A square.

10. (a) A square. (6) A aquaK. 00'

22. 150 feet. 23. .413 mile.

21. 10 ml
24. 3km.
39. 3.6 mL

Vra. PKRPKNDICULARS

S. On the perpendicular bisector of AB. Two.

8. 4.8 om.

(e) 90'. 17. 1.6'.

IX. TRIANGLES

11. 0=12 cm., B=35», C-ST.10. 46*.

14. 60°. t=e=2.86'. (i) Isosceles, ' (ii) acute-angled.

15. 84°. a^S.lom., e=3.6oui. 17. 30°,

X. TRIANGLES CONTINUED

14. LAXB=-ir; LAXC^im".
17. 30°. 12.5 cm. 27. 430 yds.

29. No, by about O.I of a mile.

31. 31°. 32. 683 yds.

31 605a 35. Due North.

37. Nearly 17 mL 38. 160 yda.

40. About 32 mi 41. 132 ft.

16. 30^.

28. E. 37°N.

30. 134 ft.

Z3. 162 meti-M,

36. 160 yds.

39. 666yda.i 400ydi.

42. 20fk
43. 12ft. 44. Nearly 300 metres.

XL QUADRILATERALS

6. LABC'^SS', LBCD=12r, CADC^SS".
7. The square and rectangle.

10. 2.1'.

15. 60 metres. N.W.
20. 2.12'.

,23. 400 yds.; 440 yds.

25. 4.27' i 90°.

11. 5 cm.

16. 19.1 om.

21. 4.^3 om.

24. jPC=10.6cm.; ^PSiJ=121°.

xn.

9. 3.5*.

14. Five.

17. 176 yd*.

22. 78° ; 61".

AREAS

1. 180. 2. (i) 200; (u) 180; (in) 200; (It) Sa
4. (ii) has an area of 72 aqoarm, (v) an area of 78} squares ; mmL of the

other figures lias an area of 80 squaiea.
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e. loa 6. Foot.
9. 200sq. fL

11. (i) 180; (ii) 400 i (iii)

11 2-.
13.

15. 64 sq.ft. 18.

17. 1200 «j. ft. 18.
20. 40yd».; 2000»q. ydi.
Si. 6 aq. int.

28. J.63'; 2.00«q. im.
28. 6.7 om.; 45.6«q. om.
31. 20 sq. oui.

36. Eaoh=1296 .q. m.
38. 20.3 q.om.
41. 22200 gq.yda. 42.
43. 70500 aq.;da.

7. (i) Three, (ii) Nine, (iii) Sii.
10. 1 «q. yd. ; 376 »q. yds.

0; (iv) 200; (V) 20.900. .- , -

Breadth=4cin. 14. l.e".

100sq.ft.; 2000sq. ft
126sq. mi. — -19.

21.

25.

27.

29.

35.

37

9300 sq. millimetres.

sq. yds.

120 squares,

36 sq. cm.

28 sq. ins.

6 sq. ins. ; 3 sq. ins

4800 sq. yds.

1.73 sq. in.

22.0 sq. om.

Xm MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTIONS
4. 5.0 om. 6. 2.0' a u u *

7. A rhombus. t e^ ,^!"'=?'='"
fc (fl 120°. «J\ Ort. /-, -^ .

J!.quU«l«ralA. Squarei

1? VnJ ' " ^' '"' ^' <") ^S"; (V) 36°.
13. 108°. 11 120°. i7_ 3(^^

XIV. SCUD FIGUEES.
1. The opposiM faces ACED, BFOH are squares.
«. Each face is s. square. 8. Four. Two
,« V "°?.° "'"' * '"'"='=»' °»^'*y «t one end.
"• ^ Teik'rt Thl'oJh'er"'"

"""^ "' »-"' --» "^ • 'onic.1

XV. MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES
S. Bight-angled triangle j 90°^ t » .„
K 1 o* .,

* '.oo cm,

& Mm. o
*"^ ^- 2»»'' 213-; 4.00-"""• '• 686 yds.: 800 vdn

10. «I)=4.ia.sCi)=6cm. '**

'

"«»

y^J-^ ^^

1ft 187 yd* 21. 6Jft 22. 11.7 metre..
a*- 34 • 26. 1.55', 2.21-. 28. 346,d*

12. 70^°,
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"• »0». M. «.4-, 4J-} «.«-. 81. 4.U„.|nfcn (>3.6iq. aa.| T.SSiq. in.) a46iq. in.
81 a28M|.iiii.| S.80iq. in. 34. 8&8ft

« f.r^. "• •'•y*^ Sa. 8.5 mil-.
8«. 7.4SmllM. 4a 8.25010. 41. 8.2*. 4SL 1.1*

«a a«4.ii» in. luioydi. csl «.«•. sa. ir.

T. N. HST MINTIN* CO. UIIITIB, T
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